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I. BACKGROUND

The Home English Literacy for Parents (1-1.E.L.P.) Project and Curriculum were developed and implementedover
a three year period in a variety of school programs in the Northwest Suburban Chicago area. School sites were
selected because these offered bilingual programs and were accessible to resident language minority patents.
H.E.L.P. Project services were offered to Parents for five hours per week at each of the seven school sites.

A two-phase curriculum, including a Parenting Issues Section, was developed with the dose input and
recommendations from the Project Advisory Council. Council members, most who were bilingual program
administrators at each local site, were able to use their staff to identify the comFetencies to be addressed by
Project H.E.L.P.

Further, H.E.L.P. instructors and their students provided additional feedback during the Project's tenure while
involved in pilot testing and refining the curriculum competencies.

Project H.E.L.P.'s curriculum was developed in order to be implemented in a "typical° adult ESL education
program. The curriculum integrate; practical, commonly used adult English-Survival Competencies (Phase I)
with School-Related Competencies (Phase M. These School-Related competencies indude Parenting Issues
activities. The curriculum was developed taking into account the possibility of irregular attendance by
participants with varying language skills, and other factors pertinent to adult second language learning.

The curriculum is based upon the premise that the students come to class with parenting skills acquired
through life experienzes. The curriculum therefore, focuses on building upon parenting skills, rather than on
teaching parenting skills.

Instructional Notes:

Phase 1 and 11 Competencies of this curriculum do not need to be taught in order. However, it is
recommended that both Phase I English-Survival and Phase II School-Related Competencies be prerequisites
for the Parenting Issues activities. In addition, in the Parenting Issues section, the native language of the
student can be used at appropriate times, since the goal of these activities is to encourage active student
participation at all instructional levels.

Our intention is to make this practical, school-oriented curriculum flexible and readily adaptable to existing
adult ESL programs and curricula.

Dennis Terdy
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II. OVERVIEW OF THE H.E.L.P CURRICULUM

The Home English Literacy for Parents (H.E.L.P.) Project curriculum packet consists of the following
components:

Description of Student Instructional Levels: Beginning, Intermediate and Advanced

Phase I of Instruction: English-Survival Competencies

Phase II of Instruction: School-Related Competencies

Teaching Techniques for Phase II

Sample Lesson Plans of Phase 11 Competencies

Description of Student Instructional Levels:

In this component, there are general descriptions of a student's

General Language Ability,
Listening Comprehension,
Oral Communication,
Reading Skill, and
Writing Skill.

These are outlined for each instructional level induding Beginning, Intermediate, and Advanced. The
charts for these language levels contain both general descriptions developed by the H.E.LP.
instrudonal staff and student descriptions adarArd from the Mainstream English Language Training
(MUT) Refugee Curriculum student Performance Levels (SPL).

Phase I of Instruction:

Phase I is comprised of basic English survival skills that parents may need to learn. Outlined below
are the Phase I units of instruction and their corresponding competencies. (Not listed in priority order.)

UNIT 1: BANKING/BILLS

#1 Buy and fill out a money order; including the date, amount, name of addressee, own
name, and signature.

#2 Read and pay bills.

UNIT 2: CLARIFICATION

Seek darification/express a lack of understanding.
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UNIT 3: DIRECTIONS

#1 Use a map to locate a place.

#2 Follow simple directions to locate a place.

UNIT 4: EMERGENCIES

#1 Report an emergency by telephone.

#2 Read caution words and emergency pmcedures.

UNIT 5: EMPLOYMENT

#1 State and fill out basic personal information.

#2 Describe work history.

UNIT 6: HEALTH

#1 Identify major body parts and state major illnessi dnd injuries.

#2 Make a medical/dental appointment in-person or over the phone.

#3 Read and follow directions on medicine labels.

UNIT 7: HOUSING

#1 Identify common household furniture, rooms and housing accommodations.

#2 Find information about available rental housing.

#3 Report household problems/emergencies and request repairs.

UNIT 8: PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION

Identify orally and in writing personal identification.

UNIT 9: SHOPPING

Read basic shopping signs and labels.

UNIT 10: SOCIAL LANGUAGE

#1 Introduce oneself and others.

#2 Describe weather conditions.

3
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Phase II of Instruction:

Phase II incorporates both School-Related Language-Based skills and the correlating
Content/Information that parents need to know. Related Parenting Issues are provided for extensive
problem-posing acdvities. Each problem-posing activity allows the parents to apply both their newly
acquired Language-Based and Content/Information-Based knowledge, with their existing parenting skills
(wisdom).

An outline of the Phase II units of instruction and their corresponding competencies follow: (Nor
listed in priority order.)

UNIT I: U.S. SCHOOL SYSTEM

01 Identify the levels within the U.S. School System.

#2 Identify the ages of children who attend a preschool and the different types of
preschools. Describe their children's experience.

#3 Identify possible placement options for students within a school or school
district.

#4 Identify their children's vocation/career options and describe their children's goals.

05 Identify ways parents can interact in the U.S. School System.

UNIT 2: PERSONNEL IN THE SCHOOL SYSTEM

Identify job tides and responsibilities of the personnel in their children's school system.

UNIT 3: THE SCHOOL BUILDING

Identify the physical layout of a school - the location of offices, classrooms, etc. in their
children's school(s).

UNIT 4: SCHOOL SUPPLIES

01 Read the names and describe the use, of every item on their children's school supply
lists.

02 Identify places to purchase school supplies economically.

UNIT 5: AMERICAN HOLIDAYS:

Identify American Holidays and describe how and when they are celebrated in their
children's school(s).

UNIT 6: SCHOOL ABSENCE

01 Notify a school about their children's absences and identify reasons for children missing
school.

#2 State their children's daily school schedules and the times it would be most
appropriate to miss school, if necessary.

1{)
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UNIT 7: TRANSPORTAllON TO SCHOOL

#1 Identify the ways children can safely go to school.

#2 Read their children's school bus schedules/routes and describe the policies
regarding school-provided bus transportation.

#3 Notify the appropriate patty about their children's problems with school-
provided bus transportation.

UNIT 8: ME SCHOOL CALENDAR

Read their children's school calendars.

UNIT 9: SCHOOL REGISTRATION

Register their children for school and fill out related forms.

UNIT 10: THE REPORT CARD

Read their children's report cards.

UNIT 11: DOCTOR'S/DEN11ST'S APPOINTMENT

#1 Make doctor's/dentist's appointments for their children's examinations.

#2 Using a health form to describe their children's medical histories.

UNIT 12: PARENT CONFERENCE

#1 Make appointments for parent/teacher conferences for their children.

#2 State reasons why a teacher or parents would request a conference.

#3 Describe the reasons for a parent/teacher conference.

UNIT 13: CHILDREN'S PROBLEMS IN SCHOOL

#1 Describe academic problems children can experience.

#2 Describe possible behavioral problems children can exhibit.

UNIT 14: HOT LUNCHES IN SCHOOL

Read a lunch menu, describe hot lunch policy/procedures, and fill out appropriate forms.

UNIT 15: HEALTH NOTICE/CALL FROM SCHOOL

#1 Respond appropriately to a phone call from their children's school(s) regarding
illness or injury.

#2 Read a written notification about a health notice issued from school.

UNIT 16: LIBRARY CARDS

Read the lilxary's policies and fill out a borrower's application either for themselves
and/or their children.

5
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UNIT 17: SCHOOL FIELD-TRIPS

Fill out a field trip permission form.

UNIT 18: EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

Identify extracurricular activities for children and describe the schedules, practices,
meetings, equipment needs, etc.

Teaching Techniques for Phase II:

A Competency Instructional Model provides a general framework for the Phase II competencies. In
addition, there are three detailed models for each instructional level: Beginning, Intermediate and
Advanced.

Sample Lesson Plans of Phase II Competencies:

This curriculum component presents sample lesson plans of Language-Based and Content/Information-
Based instruction, and for problem posing oudined in the Parenting Issues. The lesson plans are
samples of activities that were used by some H.E.L.P. instructors to implement specific competencies
in Phase 11. The following units and their corresponding competencies are represented in the sample
component:

UNIT 6: SCHOOL ABSENCE

Competency #1: Notify a school about their children's absences and identify reasons for
children missing school.

UNIT 9: SCHOOL REGISTRATION

Competency: Register their children for school and fill out related forms.

UNIT 13: CHILDREN'S PROBLEMS IN SCHOOL

Competency #1: Describe academic problems children can experience.

Competency #2: Dr-scribe possible problems children can exhibit.

UNIT 16: LIBRARY CARDS

Competency: Read the library's policies and fill out a borrowers application either for
themselves and/or their children.

Each sample lesson plan contains the following information: the unit number, the competency, the
parenting situation, ckscripdon of activities, and the materials needed.

6
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III. DESCRIPTION OF STUDENT INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS
General Language Level Descriptions

Developed HELP. Instructional Staff

Student instructional Level General Description

Beginners: Understand limited number of phrases.

Learned language.

Name/address/street signs.

Alphabet.

Not complete utterances.

Good listening skills.

Possible comprehension, but can't express themselves.

Intermediate: Basic vocabulary/survival English.

Ask and respond to learned questions.

Starting to generate language.

Great disparit between oral and written.

New information is being accessed or prociuced.

Advanced: Access new information (media, telephone...).

Carry on a natural conversation.

Authentic reading materials with some difficulty.

Every day writing tasks, errors, but understood.

7
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BEGINNING (Con%)

LITERACY

READING WRITING

Reads and understands a limited number of
comon sights words, and short, simple learned
phrases related to immediate needs.

Writes a limited number of very common
words, and basic personal information of
simplified forms; needs assistance.

Focus is a connection to oral language with written language.

Content is limited to known information.

Activities include total physical response, language experience, written dialogs and simple forms.

INTERMEDIATE
Student Performance Level 111-IV

ORAL PROFICIENCY

GENERAL
LANGUAGE ABILITY

LISTENING
COMPREHENSION

ORAL
COMMUNICA11ON

Ill

Functions with some difficulty in
situations related to immediate
needs.

Understands simple learned phrases,
spoken slowly with frequent
repetitions.

Expresses immediate survival
needs using simple learned
phrases.

Asks and responds to simple
learned questions.

Some control of very basic
grammar.

IV

Can satisfy basic survival needs
a few very routine social
demands.

Understands simple learned phrases
easily, and some simple new phra-
ses containing familiar vocabulary,
spoken slowly with frequent
repetitions.

Expresses basic survival
needs, induding asking and
responding to relate ques-
tions, using learned and
limited number of new
phrases.

9
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ORAL PROFICIENCY I

MELT Student Performance Level (SPL)
Beginning, Intermediate and Advanced

BEGINNING
Student Performance Level 041

GENERAL
LANGUAGE ABILI1Y

LISTENING
COMPREHENSION

ORAL
COMMUNICATION

0

No ability whatsoever. No ability whatsoever. No ability whatsoever.

Functions minimally, if at all,
in English.

Can handle only very routine
entry level jobs that do not re-
quire oral communication, and
in which all tasks can be easily
demonstrated.

A native English speaker used to
dealing with limited English
speakers can rarely communicate
with a person at this level
except through gestures.

Understands only a few isolated
words, and extremely simple
learned phrases. (What's your
name?

Vocabulary limited to a few
isolated words.

No control of grammar.

II

Functions in a very limited way
in situations related to
immediate needs.

Understands a limited number of
very simple learned phrases,
spoken slowly with frequent
repetitions.

Expresses a limited number
of immediate survival
needs using vent simple
phrases.

Asks and responds to very
simple learned questions.

8
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INTERMEDIATE (cant)

LITERACY 1

READING WRITING

Reads and understands simple learned
sentences and some new sentences
related to immediate needs; frequent
misinterpretations.

Writes common words and simple phrases
related to immediate needs; makes frequent
errors and needs assistance.

Focus is on reading for rmy information and writing to convey ilea information.

Content of readings has new information.

Basic reading strategies predicting, sampling, and confirminWrejecting are practiced.

Pre-reading/predicting activities utilized.

Silent reading emphasized.

ADVANCED
Student Performance Level V-V1

ORAL PROFICIENCY 1

GENERAL
LANGUAGE ABILIN

LISTENING
COMPREHENSION

ORAL
COMMUNICATION

V

Can satisfy basic survival needs
and some limited social
demands.

Understands learned phrases easily
and shoit new phrases containing
familiar vocabulary spoken slowly
with repetition.

Has limited ability to understand
on the telephone.

10

Functions independy in most
face-to-face basic survival
situations, but needs some
help.

Asks and responds to direct
questions on familiar
subjects.

Still relies on learned phrases,
but also uses new phrases (i.e.
speaks with some creativity) but
with hesitation and pauses.

Northwest Educational Cooperative, Des Maims, IL, 1989



ADVANCED (cont)

GENERAL
LANGUAGE ABILITY

LISTENING
COMPREHENSION

ORAL
LOMMUNICATION

V
Communicates on the phone
to express a limited number
of survival needs, but with
some difficulty.

Participants in basic conver-
sation in a limited number
of social situations.

Can occasionally clarify
general meaning by simple
rewordi ng.

Increasing but inconsistent,
contiol of bas:c grammar.

VI

Can satisfy most survival needs
and limited social demands.

Understanding conversations contain
ing some unfamiliar vocabulary on
many everyday subjects, with a need
for repetition, rewording or slower
speech.

Has some ability to understand
without face-to-face contact
(e.g. on the telephone, TV).

Functions independently in
most survival situations,
but needs sr..me help.

Relies less on learned
phrases; speaks with
creativity, but with
hesitation.

Communicates on the phone
on familiar subjects, but
with some difficulty.

Participates with some con-
fidence in social situations
when addressed directly.

Can sometimes clarify
general meaning by rewording.

Control of basic grammar
evident, but inconsistent,
may attempt to use more
difficult grammar but with
almost no control.

11
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1

1

1

1

ADVANCED (Cont.)

READING WRITING

Reads and understands simplified materials
on familiar subjects.

Many attempt to read some non-simplified
materials (e.g. a notice from gas Company,
but needs a great deal of assistance.

Performs basic wridng tasks in a familiar
context including short prosonal notes and
letters (e.g. to a teacher or landlord.).

Make some errors; may need assistance.

Materials are primarily simplified with some authentic materials, included.

Focus is on reading and writing for different purposes (genera! information, specific details, etc.).

Reading skills are practiced (getting the main idea, sequencing, etc.).

12
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IV. PHASE I OF INSTRUCTION

INTRODUCTION TO PHASE I OF INSTRUOION
Sun *al-English

Phase I is comprised of ten units of basic English-Survival! skills. Each unit has one to three competencies
which reflect the unit's SuMval Egish skill. The competendes we divided into the following sections:
Competency, Instructional Levels, Vocabulaiy, Grammar, and Content/Information.

The Competency is stated in objective term.

Jristructional Lev* categorizes specific competency-based skills that are appropriate for
Beginning Intermediate, and Advanced students. Examples of these skills are provided where
applicable.

The Voce lxilary Section lists words, phrases and terminology that relate to the competency.
This section is the basis for the Language-Based instructional activities.

Grammar identifies the Competency's basic grammatical fxus.

cgapangantsinsgsm highlights important concepts and pertinent facts that directly relate to the
Survival English competency. The Content/information section provides the basis for
Content/Informadon-Based instructional activities.

Phase I has been designed to recognize and expand the role of the adult ESL students' life experiences.
During instruction, the general Language-Based activities frequently precede the ContentlInformation-Based
activities. However, neither is considered more important and each serves as an integral focus for all of the
H.E.L.P. Phase I competencies. The flow chart below demonstrates the continuous interrelationship of students'
life experiences, Language-Based activities and the Content/information-Based activities.

STUDENTS' UFE EXPERIENCES

CONTENTANFORMATION-BASED
INSTRUMONAL

ACTMTIES

I
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LANMAGE-BASED
INS1RUCTIONAL

ACTIVITIES
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PHASE I: ENGLISH-SURVIVAL COMPETENCIES

COMPETENCY #1:

UNIT 1: BANKING/BILLS

Buy and fill out a money order; Including the date, amount, name of
addressee, man name, and signature.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING INTERMEDIATE

Fill out a typical money order,
copying off a form or with
assistance.

VOCABULARY:

1. Date Terminology:

2. Money Terminology:

3. Banking Terminology:

GRAMMAR:

Present tense
Modal %mid'

Ask for a money order in a
variety of situadons and fill it
out without assistance.

CONTENT/INFORMATION:

'I need a szaoo money
order, please.°

ADVANCED

Ask for a money order in a
variety of situations and fill
out a variety of money orders
for oneself or for others.

'I'd like to get a S50.00 and
$200.00 money order and
one S160.00 registered
chect

month, day, year.

numeric amount (e.g. S165.43), handwritten amount (e.g. ninety
dollars and 24P100).

check, money order, registered check, etc.

Tym-- of money orders, checks, etc-
- Places one can obtain a money order: bank, grocery store, etc.

Cost of various money orders/checks.
The information needed to be filled out a monef order, check, etc.
In the U.S., the month Is written first, gma the day.
The purpose of a money order and the benefits of using one Instead of cash.

14
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PHASE I: ENGLISH-SURVIVAL COMPETENCIES

UNIT 1: BANKING/BILLS

COMPETENCY #2: Read and pay bills.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS:

BEGINNING

Read the 'Amount Due" and
'Date Due' on simplified bills.

VOCABULARY:

1. Bill Terminology:

2. Penalty Terminology:

GRAMMAR:

Present tense

INTERMEDIATE

Read the "Amount Due' and
*Date Due" on authentic bills
and accurately fill out a
personal check to pay them.

ADVANCED

Read details for the types of
charges on a variety of
authentic bills and accurately
write a personal check to pay
for them.

date, date due, amount due, signature, pay to the order of, overdue,
past due, etc.

late charge, interest, disconnection of service, etc.

CONTENT/INFORMATION:

The use of the return envelope that is induded w/the bill.
Places to pay bills in person: at the company office, some banks, some supermarkets, etc.

- Handwritten amount vs. numerical amount. (When there's a discrepancy the handwritten is the
accepted amount)

- Checks/money orders need to be signed to be valid.
- Possible penalties for overdue payment: late charge, disconnection of service, etc.



PHASE I: ENGLISH-SURVIVAL COMPETENCIES

COMPETENCY #1:

UNIT 2: CLARIFICATION

Seek darificatiortierpress a lack of understanding.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING

Ask for clarification using
standard phrases.

I don't understand.'

VOCABULARY:

Clarification Terminolor

GRAMMAR:

INTERMEDIATE

Ask for darificadon of spedfic
wcals or ideas.

°What does mean r

ADVANCED

Ask for clarification by
rephrasing or repeating what
someone else said.

*Do pu mean you're all
done r

excuse me, I don't understand, please repeat that, what does
mean, how do you spell how do you say this

word, could you talk a little slower, etc.

Present tense: statements
questions - various forms

CONTENT/INFORMATION:

Note:

- People sometimes assume that if you can sm- k a little of a language, you are virtually bilingual.
Mono-lingual people may not understand the discrepancies between oral, written and listening
skills. 10 you can say these phrases, why can't you understand this eplanation?)

- individuals who can help clarify written materials are teachers, staff in social agencies, friends,
lawyers, etc.

- The importance of rod, slow, pronunciation when seeking clarification.
- There are differences between:

I don't understand the meaning of the words.' 61 don't understand what you
mean.°
1 don't understand your meaning.° and 'I don't understand because you talk too fast.*

- The owe* clarification expression is important. Sometimes more confusion can occur because
the wrong expression in used. Asking for clarification needs to be as specific as possible. Just
saying, el don't understand' often isn't dear enough.

Thh unit h usually targeted La mum as the need arises.

16
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PHASE I: ENGLISH-SURV1VAL COMPETENCIES

UNIT 3: DIRECTIONS

COMPETENCY #1: Use a map to locate a place.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS:

BEGINNING

Read a simple hand-drawn
map.

VOCABULARY:

1. Direction Terrain° log:

2. Location Terminology:

3. Distance Tenninolow:

4. Street Terminology:

S. Map Tomlin° lor

GRAMMAR:

INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

Read a simple authentic map. Read a variety of detailed,
authentic maps.

north, south, east, west, northeast, southeast, northwest,
southwest, left, right, straight, turn, etc.

on the corner, middle of the block, street, across from, next to,
around the corner, between, etc.

blocks, miles, dose, far, near, etc.

road, avenue, expressway, tollway, intersection.

compass, key, symbols, grid.

Imperative
Adverbs and prepositions of place
Wh questions

CONTENT/INFORMATION:

- The types of colored road lines and map symbols listed in all 'Map Explanation Boxes".
- North is always the top of the map.
- Places to seek help in reading a map: a gas station, police station, post office, etc.
- How to use the street index/map yid.

1 7
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PHASE I: ENGLISH-SURVIVAL COMPETENCIES

COMPETENCY #2:

UNIT 3: DIREC11ONS

Follow oral directions to locate a place.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEaNNING

Follow simple oral directions
to locate a place.

'Go straight. Itt on the
corner.'

VOCABULARY:

1. Direction Terminology:

2. Location Terminology:

INTERMEDIATE

Follow multi-step directions to
locate a place using public
places.

`First go straight 3 Nods,
then turn left on Pine sueet.
Go 3 stop Wits and in on
the right, neat to the bank'

3. Distance Terminology:

4. Street Terminology:

5. Cardinal and Ordinal Numbers:

6. Public Building Names:

7. Common Landmarks:

8. inseucsion Terminology:

GRAMMAR:

Imperative
Adverb and preposition of place
Wh questions

ADVANCED

Follow and give multi-step
directions used in town and
from city to dty.

'Go North on RL 59 and
turn East on Rt. 5& Go 6
miles and rake a left on
Higgins Rd.'

north, south, east, west, northwest, southeast, southwest,
northwest, left, right, straight, turn, etc.

across from, around the corner, next to, between, on the
corner, middle of the block, etc.

blocks, miles, close, far, near, etc.

street, road, route, avenue, intersection.

(e.g. 2nd stop light, Rt. 59).

bank, library, police station, etc.

stop sign, stop light.

turn, go, continue, go past, go through.

24
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PHASE I: ENGLISH-SURVIVAL COMPETENCIES

COMPETENCY #3:

UNIT 3: DIREC11ONS

Follow simple directions to locate an Item.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING

Follow simple oral directions
to locate an object.

'Top shelf, bottom shelf, on
the right, in the corner, etc.'

VOCABULARY:

1. Direction Terminology:

2. Store Terminator:if:

3. Ordinal Numbers:

4. Location Terminology:

GRAMMAR:

INTERMEDIATE

Follow multi-step directions
locate an item and read a
simple store directory.

Itt on the second floor in
the Linen Department.'

ADVANCED

to Read a variety of authentic
store directories and follow
complex directory.

'Oo down this aisle until pu
get to the toy section. Go to
your kft and a few aisles
down and It mil be on your
left, on the top shelf.'

right, left, up, down, turn, go past, etc.

row, aisle, department, section, floor, level, elevator, escalator,
sales people, clerk, manager.

(e.g. 2nd floor, 4th aisle).

top, midole, bottom, left, corner, front, back, center.

Wh questions
Polite questions (e.g. excuse me,...)
Prepositions of locations
Imperative

CONTENT/INFORMATION:

Repeating directions for clarification before leaving Is a good practice.
Store employees often wear name tap, decal shirts, etc. to identify themselves as employees.

- Employees should be approached to ask for help.

20
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CONTENTANFORMATION:

- Repeating directions for clarification before leaving is a good practice.
- Places to seek help when dying to locate a place: a gas station, police stadon, post office, etc.

19
Northwest Educational Cooperative, Des PWnes, It, 19119
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PHASE I: ENGLISH-SURVIVAL COMPETENCIES

UNIT 4: EMERGENCIES

COMPETENCY #1: Report an emergency by telephone.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING INTERMEDIATE

Identify oneself end the
address, and state the nature
of the emergency in simple
terms.*

This b Maria Juarez. Itn at
820 State St newt a Ike

May require native
language-

VOCABULARY:

Desaibe a variety of
emergencies with some
elaboration and make a
specific request for help.

"Theret a car accident on
the comer of State St. and
Rt. 2a Tho people are
hurt. Please send an
ambulance.°

1. Emergency Help to Contact:

2. Medical Condition Terminology:

3. Emergency Terminolog:

4. Mdress Termlnolory:

GRAMMAR:

Present tense
imperative

ADVANCED

Desaibe a variety of
emergency situations with
great detail, make a specific
request, and ask for
instructions.

'My son drank some bkach,
probabb, seterel ounces.
He's pubs and seems like
het going to vomit. His
cps are wry glassy. Please
send an ambulance. Is there
annhing I can do until it
arrives r

ambulance, police, fire department, hospleal emergency,
local poison control center, etc.

bleeding hurt, unconscious, vomiting, glassy-eyed, not
breathing no pulse,

drowning overdose, poison, accident, fire, cut, choking
car accident, etc.

street name, street number, intersection, street names,
apartment number, name of apartment complex, etc.

21
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CONTENT/INFORMATION:

- Phone numbers of local police and fire departrnents, and the poison control center in their area.
Where to locate emergency phone numbers.

- Possible places to put emergency phone numbers: Wiled to phone, bulletin board, etc.
If one doesn't know or can't find the emergency phone numbers, information can be given to
the operator by dialing V.
Addresses are commonly forgone' in reporting emergencies.
Car accident victims should not be moved to prevent Inflicting more injury.
Safety precautions used to prevent emergencies: smokealarms, locked doors, seat belts, infant
car seats, dangerous substances out of the reach of children, etc.
Location of local first aid dames.

22
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PHASE I: ENGLISH-SURV1VAL COMPETENCIES

UNIT 4: EMERGENCIES

COMPETENCY #2: Read caution wyrds and emergency procedures.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING

Read common caution words.

'poison, dangerous'

VOCABULARY:

INTERMEDIATE

Read caution words and
simplified emergency
procedures.

°poison, antidotes"

ADVANCED

Redd a variety of authentic
emergency procedures.

'poison antidotes, school fire
&Ms and tornado
rocedures, etc°

1. Caution Terminology: dangerous, poison, hazardous, not to be taken Internally,
flammable, external use only, for ages years, not for
children under years, etc.

2. Emergency Procedure Torino log: antidotes, Induce vomiting, call your doctor/hospital, take
cover away from windows, etc.

3. Common Symbols: poison, skull and crossbones, Mr. Yuck, etc.

GRAMMAR:

Present tense
imperative

CONTENT/INFORMATION:

- Many items (toys, machinery, drugs, etc.) have waminp or caution sections
the endosed Instruction sheet.
Warninp should be read before an item is purchased, e.g. buying an appropriate Loy for a
young child. Warnings should also be read before using the product

on their labels or in

23
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PHASE I: ENGLISH-SURVIVAL COMPETENCIES

COMPETENCY #1:

UNIT 5: EMPLOYMENT

State and fill out basic penonal Information.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING

States one's name, address,
telephone number, social
security number, and
citizenship status upon
request, and/or copy
information on a basic
application form. *

'My name is Juan Cruz I
live at 110 Cedar St. My
phone # is .11

May require native
language.

VOCABULARY:

INTERMEDIATE

Describe basic personal
information with some detail
and compiete a simplified
application form.

'My name b Joe Caen. rve
lived at 320 Pine St. tbr the
last 3 years.*

Personal Information Terminator

GRAMMAR:

Present tense
Present perfect tense
Wh questions

ADVANCED

Describe personal information
with great detail, fill out a
variety of authentic
application forms, and
describe personal information
in narrative form.

'My name is Jim Garcia.
Ile Just moved to Palatine
frorn Chicago and my current
address b 212 Hickory. My
phone is out of order. 111
give you my brother phone
number

name, address, phone number, important dates, personal
numbers (sodal security, alien #, former emPloyers,
job tide, education, references, signature.



CONTENT/INFORMAT1ON:

- Consequences of lying on an employment application.
- The importance of being as accurate as possible. Keep an updated record for future reference.
- How body language, fadal opressions, eye contact, etc. affect the opinion of a job Interviewer.
- . Print all Mformation in an application in capital letters. Use a pen. [Erasable pens can be

purchased.)
- The practicality of coMpleting a personal information sheet to take along when a form needs to

be completed.
- Sometimes you're allowed to take the application home and sometimes not.
- The difference between personal and business references.

NoRhwest Educational Cooperative, Des Plaines, IL 1969
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PHASE I: ENGLISH-SURVIVAL COMPETENCIES

COMPETENCY #2:

UNIT 5: EMPLOYMENT

Describe work itistecy.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS:

BEGINNING

Describe types of jobs and
duties upon request and fill
out a simplified job
application. '

'I was a machine operator. I
fix machines, too.'

May require native
language.

VOCABULARY:

1. job Termindow

2. Job Skill Teerninalogr

3. Education Tenninology:

4. Past Time Tenninolow

CIAMMAR:

Present tense and past tense
Prepositions
Adverbs nf time

Examples

INTERMEDIATE

Describe previous jobs and
duties w/some detail and fill
out authentic job applications.

1 worked in landscaping for
2 yean. I drove a tn:ck and
used many different
machines.*

ADVANCED

Describe and write
w/elaborate details previous
jobs, the duties and present
wants.

'I sas a secretary in an
accounting company in
Mexico for 3 san. I oped
60 opm and took shorthand.
I know a little about
computers, sad I want to
learn a lot more.'

machine operator, farmer, truck driver, etc.

specific to students' personal everiences.

description of previous schooling (e.g. vocational dasses taken).

(e.g. 2 years ago).

26
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CONTENT/1NFORMAT1ON:

- Identify past jobs and give appropriate job tides: assem* worker, secretary, mechanic, etc.
Identify and label the skills performed for a job: packed bom, filled out order sheets, etc.

- The use of a job history; stressing the positive aspects In a job application.
The *employment history section of a job application usually asks for Most Recent Job First.
This means to list jobs beginning with present job and go back In time, INS to begin with one's
first job.

Northwest Edocrtional Cooperative, Des Plaines, IL, 1989
27 33
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PHASE I: ENGLISH-SURVIVAL COMPETENCIES

UNIT 6: HEALTH

COMPETENCY #1: Men* major body pert, and gate major Illnesses and injuries.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING

Name major body parts and
state common illnesses or
basic injuries.

1 burned my laic'

VOCABULARY:

INTERMEDIATE

Describe w/some detail major
illnesses, their symptoms,
and/or common injuries.

°My throat is vety Rue. I
think I have tonsillitis again.'

ADVANCED

Describe a past or current
illness or injury w/elaborate
detail.

'In 1979 I had a ga0-bladder
operation, where they
removed sevezal gallstone&
Luckily, I haven't had any
recurrence of this problem.'

1. Major Body Paris Terminology: arm, leg, eye, nose, finger, etc.

2. Common Illnesses/Injuries Terminology: sore throat, fever, stomach ache, etc.

3. Descriptive Terminology: hurt, sore, swollen, burning, pain, cramp, chills.

GRAMNAR:

Simple present tense
Simple past tense
Wh quesdons

CONTENT/INFORMATION:

- Types of common illnesses and diseases and their symptoms.
- Posible preventative measures to Illness or injury (nutrition, safety gear, etc.).
- importence of vaccinations, boosters, and other
- American attitudes toward work and school attendance when one has an infectious illness or

disease.

28
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PHASE I: ENGLISH-SURVIVAL COMPETENCIES

COMPETENCY #2:

UNIT 6: HEALTH

Make a medical/demi appointment in person ot by phone.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING INTERMEDIATE

Request an appointment.
Describe the reason, and
confirm the date and time. *

need to see the doctor. I
have a sore throat and fever.
OK, today at 4:00 p.m. is
firm°

May require native
language.

VOCABULARY:

Change the time or date for a
medical appointment and
state the reason simply. Read
a simple appointment card.

can't come to my
appointment tomontow. In
going to be nerking Is
Friday OK?...0IC, Friday at
moo a.m. Thank you.°

1. Calendar Terminolow

2. Time Terminolor

3. Common illnesWInjury Terminology:

4. Desaipdve Terminology:

GRAM/MR:

Simple present tense
Can/can't

ADVANCED

Change an appcintment gii ving
reasons wfelaborate detail.
Read a variety of authentic
appointment cards.

1 curt make my
appointment this afternoon.
There% been a death in the
family, my aunt, and wein be
attending to Mural
arrangements. Can I change
it to next week on Thursday,
the 24th? Yes, MOO a.m. is
fine. Thank rm."'

months, days, and actual dates.

morning afternoon, specific times.

see Unit 6, Competency #1.

see Unit 6, Competency #1.

29
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CONTENT/INFORMATION:

- Common illnesses and their symptoms.
- Types of vaccinations and injections (when they are necessary).

- Various types of medical treatment centers available in the community: hospital, clinic, etc.
It is helpful to use 'cannot" instead of *can't' when talking on the phone, to be understood

mote clearly.
- The Importance of net scheduling an appointment during sckfol or work hours if at all possible.

It's okay to request an alternate time if the time first suggested is in conflict with your schedule.

30
Northwest Educational Cooper*" Des Moms, IL, 1909
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PHASE I: ENGLISH-SURVIVAL COMPETENCIES

COMPETENCY #3:

UNIT 6: HEALTH

Read and follow Instrucdons on medial label&

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING

Read very simplified
instructions related to dosage
and time.

'One pill every 4 hours.'

VOCABULARY:

1. Medidne Terminologi:

2. Dosage/Time Terminologr

3. Warning Terminology:

GRAMMAR:

Imperatives

CONTENT/INFORMATION:

INTERMEDIATE

Read a variety of instructions
and warnings on simplified
labels.

'Take 2 tablets, 'bur times a
day. Must be taken I hour
after eating.'

ADVANCED

Read elaborate instructions
and waminp on a variety of
authentic labels.

pill, capsule, tablet, caplet, liquid.

times (3 times a day), morning, evening, before bed, after meals,
hours, etc.

may cause drowsiness, for external use only, do not operate
machinery, etc.

- Brand name drup vs. generic drugs.
- Common warninp on medical labels.
- Dangers of children being Own aspirins, or medicines not desi for children.
- Differences and similarities of common over the counter "pain Bing* medidnes (Bufferin,

Aspirin, Tylenol, Liquiprin, Marin, etc.)
- The importance of folding medical labels instructions precisely: ineffectiveness, drowsiness,

kritabilky when administered inappropriately, etc.
The importance of taking ill the medication as directed. (Don't save some for future use.)

- The dangers of taking medicine prescribed for someone else.

31 :17
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PHASE I: ENGLISH-SURV1VAL COMPETENCY

UNIT 7: HOUSING

COMPETENCY #1: identify common household furniture, rooms, and housing
accommodations.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING

Name common furniture items
and rooms and simply
describe own homes.

I have 2 bedrooms and a
bathroom.'

VOCABULARY:

1. Room Terminology:

2. Furniture Terminology:

3. Appliances Terminolog:

4. Cardinal Numbers

5. Colors

6. Accessories Terminology:

7. Design Terminology:

GRAMMAR:

Present tense
Wh questions
Need/have
Preprisitions of place

INTERMEDIATE

Describe own homes and
furnishinp using simple
sentences.

I have a sots and 2 chairs
in my living room.°

kitchen, bedroom, etc.

couch, bed, table, etc.

toilet, stove, etc.

ADVANCED

Describe own homes using
elaborate detail.

'I have a large kitchen
%tinny appliances. I use my
toaster, blender, and can
opener pmbabk everyday.
My apartment is on the 2nd
Boor.'

curtains, pillows, bedspread, pictures, plants, silk flowers, etc.

striped, flowered, floral, tweed, etc.

32
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CONTENT/INFORMATION:

- Common American appliances and their uses.
- Various styles of furniture: countly, colonial, contemporary, etc.
- Various housing accommodations: apartment, duplex, house, townhouse, condo, etc.
- Various types of furniture and the rooms they are used in (formal living room furniture, family

room furniture, dining room furniture, dinette/kitchen furniture, etc.)

Northwest Educadonal Cooferstim, Des Plaines, IL, 1989
33
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PHASE I: ENGLISH-SURVIVAL COMPETENCIES

COMPETENCY #2:

UNIT 7: HOUSING

Find information about available rental housing.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS:

BEGINNING

Read a 1"acancyl sign and
orally ask about rent, utilities,
deposit, and availability.

'How much is the rent? Are
utilities included? Do you
want a deposit? How
much r

May require native
language.

VOCABULARY:

1. Rental Ad Terminology:

Examples

INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

Read simple rental ads and
identify rents and other
provisions listed.

Read a variety of authentic
rental ads which use
abbreviations and identify
rents and other provisions
listed.

vacancy, rooms, utilities (gas, water, electric) air conditioning
deposit, rent, children, pets, manager, parking garage, upper,
lower, etc.

2. Rental Ad Abbreviations Tesminology

GRAMMAR:

Simple present tense: statements
questions - various forms

CONTENT/INFORMATION:

- How to find out about available housinf newspaper ads, signs in windows, grocery store,
bulledn boards, etc.
Rights of the renter vs. the rights of the landlord.

- How to get utility services started: phone do's, deposits, etc.
- The advantage and disedvantages of leases. Sub-letting an apartment.

How to get your deposit returned: cleaning, pre-moving in photos, etc.
Things to consider when choosing an apartment: location, security, convenience of shopping
schools, public transportation, etc.

34
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PHASE I: ENGLISH-SURVIVAL COMPETENCIES

UNIT 7: HOUSING

COMPETENCY #3: Repott household problernWermsgendes end request repairs.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING

Identify common problems
and report them using simple
English.

`My toilet is leaking.°

VOCABULARY:

INTERMEDIATE

Report common problems and
describe how they occurred
w/some detail.

Sfy drain is clogged. I have
water standing in the kitchen
sink I think maybe some
fted s stuck in the pipe.'

1. Common Problem TerrrilrioIa

2. Appliance Terminology:

3. Utility Terminology:

GRAMMAR:

Present tense: simple
continuous

CONTENT/INFORMATION:

ADVANCED

Describe in detail the nature
of a variety of household
problems and emergencies
and make smestions for
solving them.

"The heat b off in our
apartment If you met
come by soon, I'd like to call
the repairman. I can send
you the bill.'

broken, dogged, leaking stuck, roaches, mice, ants, rats,
etc.

toilet, door, stove, etc.

heat, eleciricity, etc.

- Rights of tenants vs. the rights ol a landlord: who par what, eviction, etc.
- Taking care of own small household problems: plungers, drain cleaners, insecticides,

datAness, etc.
Dangers of insecticides: around children, food, pets, etc. importance of reading labels
using any household product.

before

35
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PHASE I: ENGLISH-SURVIVAL COMPETENCIES

UNIT 8: PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION

COMPETENCY #1: Provide kiormation about personal identification.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING

Provide your address, phone
#, date of arrival, birth date,
and information about family
members upon request, both
orally and on a simplified
form. *

'My name is Juan Cruz My
address is etc.'

May require native
language.

VOCABULARY:

INTERMEDIATE

Provide personal information
w/some detail, both orally and
on simplified forms.

'My name is John Dix, and
I haw been la the U.S. since
June, 1986.'

Personal Information Terminologr

GRAMMAR:

Present tense and past tense
Present perfect tense: regular

continuous
Wh questions

CONTENT/INFORMATION:

ADVANCED

Provide personal information
w/elaborate detail, both orally
and in narrative form.

'My name is Quan Fang.
INe been morking as a
plumber in the U.S. since my
arrival in May of 1975. I
have 4 sons, the first two
were born in Ohm, the last
two in Los Angeles.*

name (first, middle, last) birth date, birth place, family
members, address, date of arrival in U.S.

- Rights of allens/dtizens in the U.S. with immigradon, the police, etc.
- The necessity of canying an identification (IDs) at all times. The specific times when I.D.s are

necessary: while drMng, buying liquor, shopping, banks.
I.D.s tha. are valid: temporary/permanent resident card, driver's license, social security card,
work ID., school I.D., credit card, etc.

4,-
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PHASE I: ENGLISH-SURVIVAL COMPETENCIES

COMPETENCY #1:

UNIT 9: SHOPPING

Read basic shopping signs and labels.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING

Identify price, amount or
quantity, and size.

VOCABULARY:

INTERMEDIATE

Read labels and tap in simple
English regarding storage, care,
and contents.

"lb be refrigerated after
opening Keep away from
children.°

ADVANCED

Read a variety of authentic
labels, tap, and signs
regarding contents, directions
for use/care, and unit costs.

1. Price Terminology: on sale, reduced, off, discounted, clearance,
coupon, etc.

2. Store item Terminolog: food, clothing, household, deaning, furniture, etc.

3. Shopping Selection Terminolog: size, quantity, try on, try out, economy size, etc.

GRAMMAR: [No grammatical forms for this competency.1

CONTENT/INFORMATION:

Sometimes one can only take in a specific number of garments to the changing (fitting) room.
Figuring discounts.
Quality vs. low prices, what to consider: how long do you want it to last, do you get a
warranty, etc.
Comparative shopping: finding sales, saving coupons, outlet stores, discount stores (e.g. T.).
Mem, Marshall's, Venture, etc.).

- How much assistance is available in various types of stores: shopping unassisted, clerks
providing advice of opinions, shopping assistance, etc.
How to deal with persistent clerks politely.

3 74
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PHASE I: ENGLISH-SURVIVAL COMPETENCIES

COMPETENCY #1:

UNIT 10: SOCIAL LANGUAGE

Indoduce oneseJf and others.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING INTERMEDIATE

Introduce oneself using simple
English.

'Hello, my name b Club
Pierda. Nke to meet you.*

VOCABULARY:

Introduce oneself and others
by name and provide basic
information about
oneself/others.

"Hi, my name is John Shukr.
PM a student at ACC and
this is my &fend George Ho.
Het studying iv the amnesty
prop= here.*

1. Family Members' Names

2. Common Names

3. Greeting Terminology:

4. Introduction Terminology:

5. Response to Introducdon Tennino logy:

GRAMtvtAR:

Present tense: simple
continuous

Modal: *would°
Future tense

ADVANCED

Iritioduce oneself and others
and provide elaborate details
(occupation, country of origin,
children's schools, etc.)

'Hi, I'd like you to meet my
sonBilL He's studying to be
a dentist at Loyola
University. He'll be
graduating next spring and
then he plans to return to
Spain to work°

hi, hello, good mominWafternoonlevening, etc.

this is, my name is, Nilher name is, I'd like you
to meet, etc.

pleased/glad/nice to meet you, etc.



CONTENT/INFORMA11ON:

- Shaking hands vs. kissing.
- Appropriate personal information that should be included in an introduction with various

people: ghild's teacher, co-workers neighbor, etc.
(Be careful to include name with tide, e.g. I'd like you to meet my mom, Janet Smith.,

- Appropriate small talk after an introduction, e.g. *Do you live in r.

39
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PHASE I: ENGLISH-SURVIVAL COMPETENCIES

COMPETENCY #2:

UNIT 10: SOCIAL LANGUAGE

Describe weather conditions.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING

Describe basic weather
conditions using simple
English.

In cold and snowing'

VOCABULARY:

INTERMEDIATE

Listen to the weather report
on the phone and describe
the current weather and the
forecast.

lbday is hot and sunny, btu
tomorrow will be cool and
cloudy, only 65."

1. Weather Condition Terminolow

2. Temperature Terminator

3. Season Terminology:

4. Weather Terminolcgy:

GRAMMAR:

Present progressive tense
Future tense
Be and adjectives

CONTENT/INFORMATION:

ADVANCED

Listen to the weather report
on the radio or Iv and
describe the current weather
and the forecast.

"Today is sunny and hot with
80% humidify. Tomorrow
we are expecting a cold front
to come in by late
afternoon.'

sunny, doudy, rain, humid, snow, sleet, icy, partly cloudy,
etc.

warm, cold, hot, cool, degrees, etc.

summer, winter, fall, autumn, spring.

forecast, front, humidity, barometric pressure, etc.

Appropriate dress for various weather condons.
- Using weather as a conversation starter and for °small talk".

Dangers of overexposure in very hot/cold weather and what to do to prevent and treat it.
- Sometimes limited water use is required in dry summers. The purposes of sprinkling bans.

The average temperatures and weather conditions for the different seasons.



V. PHASE II OF INSTRUCTION

INTRODUCTION TO PHASE II OF INFIRUCTION
School-Related

Phase II is comprised of eighteen units ot School-Related parenting skills. Each unit has one to five
competencies which reflect the unit's School-Related skill. The competencies are divided into the following
sections: Competency, Instructional Levels, Vocabulary, Grammar, Content/Information and Parenting Issues.

The Competency is stated in objective terms.

jnstructional Levels categorize specific competency-based skills that are appropriate for
Beginning Intermediate, and Advanced students. Examples are provided where applicable.

The Vocabulary Section lists words, phrases and terminology that correlate to the competency.
This section is the basis for the Language-Based instructional activities.

Grammpr identifies the Competency's basic grammatical focus.

(priteagInformation highlights important concepts and pertinent facts that directly relate to the
school-related competency. The Content/Information section provides the basis for Content-
Based instructional activities.

Parenting Issues lists questions and statements that pose realistic parenting problems related
to school experiences. The newly learned knowledge from the Language-Based and Content-
Based instructional activities combined with life experiences acquired through parenting forms
the basis of the instructional approaches for the Parenting Issues.

The Parenting Issue activities are not meant to be solved, instead they are meant to serve as
a catalyst for discussion. These issues provide parents with an opportunity to voice opinions,
to hear other opinions, to raise issues, and/or find solutions.

Phase II has been designed to recognize and build upon the parenting skills of the adult ESL students. During
instruction, the general Language-Based Acdvities frequendy precede the Content/information-Based Activities.
However, although neither is considered more important, both are needed for students to comprehensively
participate in a Parenting Issue activity. The Parenting Issues serve as the integral focus for all the H.E.L.P.
Phase II competencies.
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The chart below demonstrates the continuous interrelationship of student's life experience, Language-Based
activities and Content/Information-Based activities. In addition the chart illustrates the dependency Parenting
Issues have on life experiences and other activities.

1 STUDENT'S LIFE EXPERIENCES

CONTENTANFORMATION-BASED
INSTRUCTIONAL

ACTIVITIES
4

LANGUAGE-BASED
INSTRUCTIONAL

ACTIVITIES

1

PARENTING ISSUES
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PHASE II: SCHOOL-RELATED COMPETENCIES

UNIT 1: U.S. SCHOOL SYSTEM

COMPETENCY # 1: identify the levels within the U.S. School System (preschool - university) and
desaibe their children's prowession within the school system.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING

Identify the school and grade
level.

Ify child is in 2nd grade at
North Shore School.'

VOCABULARY:

1. Types of Schools:

INTERMEDIATE

Describe the types of schools,
the grades offered, and actual
name of school.

'My child is in 2nd grade in
North Shore School. It is an
elementary school.°

2. Cardinal and Ordinal Numbers

3. Other words for Grades:

4. Subject Areas:

GRAMMAR:

ADVANCED

Compare the types of schools,
levels, and their relationship to
each other.

'My child is in 6th grade.
Next year she will be in 7th
gade at the junior high
schooL'

preschool, elementary, junior high, middle school, secondary,
high school, community college, university, public, private,
etc.

(for grades).

kindergarten, freshman, sophomore, junior, senior.

reading, math, science, social studies, spelling, etc.

Present tense, past tense, and future tense
Possessives

CONTENT/INFORMATION:

- The progression of grades within a school.
- The progression of schools within a district and their locations on a map.
- Which grades and age groups make up a school.
- The relationship of children's ages to their wade level.
- Terminology used to describe levels in schools can differ from district to district.
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PARENTING ISSUES:

What are some differencemilarlties between the U.S. school system and your native country?
What are the advantages/disadvantages?

Their children's present school experiences.

- Children's likes/dislikes vs. parents' likestdislikes about school system.

What are the male and female expectations in the school of the teachers? Parents?
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PHASE II: SCHOOL-RELATED COMPETENCIES

UNIT 1: U.S. SCHOOL SYSTEM

COMPETENCY # 2: Identify the ages of children who attend a preschool and the different types
of preschools. Describe their children's experiences.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS:

BEGINNING

Identify the ages of children
who can attend a preschool.

'My 4 year Oki child goes to
a pre-school.'

VOCABULARY:

1. Program Terminology:

2. Activity Terminology:

3. Cardinal Numbers

Examples

INTERMEDIATE

Identify who is attending pre-
school and the logistics.

'My child goes to pre-school
every day in Me morning'.

4. Types of Schools Terminology:

GRAMMAR:

ADVANCED

Identify who is attending pre-
school, the logistics, and state
experience or knowledge of
the preschool curriculum.

'My child is 4 years old. He
goes to )reschool every
morning. He's learning to
count."

nursery school, preschool, day care.

social, academic, play sharing, reading (alphabet), math
(numbers and counting), taking turns, working in a group,
field trip, etc.

funded, private, bilingual, co-op, park district, etc.

Present tense, past tense, and future tense
Possessives

Continuous form
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CONTENT/INFORMATION:

The ages, in general, of a child eligible to attend a preschool
- The concept that children are not required to attend preschool

CheddngiselectIng a preschool: checking references, observing, other parent's opinions, etc.
The types of activities a preschool may emphasize: (e, academic, sodalizadon).
The schedules of preschool Which time of day is best for a child ? How often should a child
attend?
The different cost/tultion options available: funded, private, religious, park district, co-op.,
bilingual, lab schools, Head Start, etc.
The possibility of taking field trips, and possible destinations.
Differentiate between daycare and preschool.

PARENTING ISSUES:

- Is preschool necessary or advantageous for 3-5 year olds?

- Do preschools differ? What could be most important to parents when choosing a preschool?

- What are the advantages/disadvantages of a daycare program vs. having a babysitter?

- Should preschoolers be allowed to go on a school-sponsored field trip? Why or why not?
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PHASE II: SCHOOL-RELATED COMPETENCIES

UNIT 1: U.S. SCHOOL SYSTEM

COMPETENCY # 3: Identify possible placement options for students within a school ot school
digrict

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING INTERMEDIATE

Identify the possible student
placements.

'My child is in bilingual'

Identify the possible student
placements and any logistics
(place and time).

'My child is in bilingual clam
for a half day.°

VOCABULARY:

1. Special Programs Terminology:

2. Promotion Terminology:

3. Level Terminology:

GRAMMAR:

ADVANCED

Identify the possible student
placements, their logistics, and
expected progression.

'My child is in bilingual class,
bur next year he inns to be
with his regular class.'

ESL, bilingual education, special education (learni ng disability,
behavior disorder), speech therapy, etc.

double promotion, retention, pull out and mainstream.

advanced, high, low, remedial, gifted, accelerated, honors,
etc.

Present tense, past tense, and future tenses
Possessives

CONTENT/INFORMATION:

- The concept of mainstreaming and pull-out prowams. Compare and contrast
- School districts may use different nameWlabels for special programs and student placement.
- The appropriate names for placement and special programs in students' districts.

The procedure for enrolling children in special programs.
- The legal role in a specific placement procedure.
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PARENTING ISSUES:

What are the parents' roles in the placement process (e.g. initiating the process, approval of a
placement, etc.)?

From the parents' or children's viewpoints, what are the advantages and disadvantages of special
Programs?

What should parental expectations be from the special programs offered within the school?

What should the parents expect in a mainstream classroom?
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PHASE II: SCHOOL-RELATED COMPETENCIES

UNIT 1: U.S. SCHOOL SYSTEM

COMPETENCY # 4: Identify their children's vocadonlcareer options and describe their children's

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING

Identify vocations/ occupations.

*Fire fighter, doctor, teacher'

Describe child's goal(s).

*My child wants to be a
lawyer.*

INTERMEDIATE

Identify vocations/ occupations,
the type of school to attend.

'My child wants to be a
school teacher. She will have
to go to a university to get a
degree.'

VOCABULARY:

1. School Terminologr

2. School Achievememr/Status Terminologr

3. Vocations/Occupations Terminology:

Present tense and future tense
Possessives
Continuous form

CONTENT/INFORMATION:

ADVANCED

Ident Ify vocations/ occupations,
the qype of school to attend,
and describe a child's goals
and process in meeting them.

*My child is in his third year
of the university. He wants
to be a lawyer. He will have
to attend law school when he
graduates.'

high school, college, community college, university,
vocational school, trade school, private, public.

degree, certificate, GED, diploma, skills, part-time
student, full-time student, drop out, graduate, etc

career, vocation, job dtles (teacher, plumber, etc.).

- The requirements to attend a college, vocational school, or a university.
- The differences and similarities between a high school diploma and the GED certificate.
- The concept of advanced degrees and their role In attaining a specific occupation.
- The conceptual differences between careers and jobs.
- The steps to take when planning for your child to go school after high school.
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PARENTING ISSUES:

- What role should parents take in guiding and influencing their children's choices for vocation, career

or job?

As parents, what bafflers have to be overcome to help children attain their occupational goals?
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PHASE II: SCHOOL-RELATED COMPETENCIES

UNIT 1: U.S. SCHOOL SYSTEM

COMPETENCY # 5: Identify ways parents can interact in the U.S. school system.

INS.] IWCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING

Identify a parent's role in a
school.

°I'm a room motha."

VOCABULARY:

1. Parent Role Terminology:

2. Organization Terminology:

INTERMEDIATE

Identify a parent's role in a
school and the task associated
with it.

I watch the children during
lunch at my childt school.
Pm a lunch helper.'

ADVANCED

Identify school organizations
that rely on parent participation
and describe their structure.

'I Joined the P.T.A. at my
schooL I went to a

meeting last Monday. I
uvriced on the nn Fair
committee."

volunteer (In school/in classroom), tutor, room mother, lunch helper,
picture lady, chaperon, etc.

P.T.A., P.T.O., bilingual parents groups.

3. Board Terminologri: Board of Education, vote, election, member, school district, Citizens
Action Council.

GRAMMAR:

Present tense, past tense, and future tense
Possessives

CONTENT/INFORMATION:

The parent/school organizations in a specific district.
Ways a workinWnon-working parent can volunteer in a school.
The role of a Board of Education in the U.S. school system, its composition, and election of
board members.
The role of P.T.AJP.T.O. in a school, its composition and structure.
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PARENTING ISSUES:

Is parent involvement necessaiy? (possible positive(negadve aspects)

What was the role of parents in their native country school system vs. the role in the US. school
system?

What are some barriers to parent involvement? Why do these barriers hold parents. back? How
care we eliminate these problems?

Can there be too much parent involvement? When?

What could be the possible effects on a teacher's vestment or hisiher attitude toward children if
parents appear to be uninterested in their children's education? If parents appear very interested
in their children's education?
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PHASE II: SCHOOL-RELATED COMPETENCIES

UNIT 2: PERSONNEL IN nIE SCHOOL SYSTEM

COMPETENCY: identify Job tides and responslities of the personnel in their children's school system.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING

Identify job tides and people's
names in the school system.

'Mrs. Erickson is the principal
at my chfid school"

VOCABULARY:

INTERMEDIATE

Identify names, Job tides, and
their major functions.

lfr. Jones is the custodian at
the school He cleans the
dassrooms.'

ADVANCED

Identify the roles and
responsibilities of school
personnel in relation to each
other (hierarchy within the
system).

Teachers are raponsible to
the principal in their school.
All the principals report to
the school superintendent in
the district'

1. job Title Terminology: teachers, secretaries, speech therapist, social worker, principal,
superintendent, nurse, health clerk, custodian, etc.

2. Actual Names of Personnel

GRAMMAR:

Present tense, past tense, and future tense
Possessives

CONTENT/INFORMATION:

The roles and responsibilities for each Job title.
- The hierarchy of personnel within a school system. (Who reports to whom.)
- The actual names of the personnel in their children's school.

The proper person to contact in the event of a particular problem.
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PARENTING ISSUES:

Why or when would parents contact someone other than their children's teachers?

What barriers might arise if someone other than their children's teachers are contacted?

What can parents do if a problem persists?

What are the benefits parents can obtain by getting to know school personnel (e.g. request a
certain teacher for their children)?
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PHASE II: SCHOOL-RELATED COMPETENCIES

UNIT 3: THE SCHOOL BUILDING

COMPETENCY: identify the physical tarot of a school - the location of the offices, classrooms, etc.
In their children's school(s).

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING

Identify the names of common
MOM.

'library, office, classtoom.°

VOCABULARY:

1. Room Terminology:

2. Directions Terminology:

3. Locations Terminology:

4. Ordinal Numbers

GRAMMAR:

Present tense
Imperatives
Possessives
Preposition of place

CONTENT/INFORMATION:

INTERMEDIATE

Identify the names and
locations of all rooms.

schoolt Ronny is on the
second Boor.'

ADVANCED

Identify rooms, locations, and
use of rooms in the school.

"At my child's school, the gym
is abo used as a lunchroom.*

school office, principal's office, nurse's office, classrooms, gym, library,
cafeteria, art room, music room, etc.

walk down, walk up, turn left, turn right, go straight, next room,
north, south, east, west, etc.

front, back, floor, across from, next to, door on the right/left, etc.

- How to read and follow a floor plan of the classroom.
How to read and follow a floor plan of your children's schooks).
What a floor plan can tell about a school: number of students sewed, number of classrooms,
special classes offered, art room or music room, etc.
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PARENTING ISSUES:

Does the school provide facilities to meet your children's needs and interests?
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PHASE II: SCHOOL-RELATED COMPETENCIES

UNIT 4: SCHOOL SUPPLIES

COMPETENCY # 1: Read the names and desaibe the uses of every item on their children's
school supply lists.

INSTRUCTION LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING INTERMEDIATE

Read a simple list of supply
items and state how many of
each item are needed.

"scissors, 6 pencils, 2 pens, 4
notebooks, etc."

VOCABULARY:

1. Supply Terminology:

2. Descriptive Terminology:

3. Cardinal and Ordinal Numbers: (e.g. #2 pencils, 2nd grade, box of 24 crayons).

GRAMMAR:

Present tense, past tense, and future tense

Read a simplified memo
regarding a list of supplies.

'Your child will need 1 pair of
scissors, an eraser, 6 #2
pencils, and a 2-pocket
folder.'

ADVANCED

Read an authentic supply list
for all the grade levels in a
school and select the
appropriate list for their child.

pencil, ruler, box of tissues, backpack, eraser, glue, markers,
crayons, sdssors, ziplock bags, rulers, pen, container, pocket
folder, spiral notebook, assignment book, smock, gym shoes,
etc.

large, medium, small, sharp, metal, plastic, the colors (pink,
black, red, etc.).

Possessives

CONTENT/INFORMATION:

What a supply list looks like.
The purpose of a supply list. The concept that school supplies can come from the school or
the children bring thent Supply lists are grade level specific.

- Read and know the purpose for the items in i supply list.
- Reasons for getting the specific item listed e.g. buying # 2 pencils instead of # 3 pencils.

When should supplies be purchased?
- Some items can be found at home: an old shirt, Juice cans, margarine tubs, scraps of material,

baby food jars, etc. These materials may be requested Ailing the year.
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PARENTING ISSUES:

- What are the possible consequences if children don't have the proper supplies in school?

- Is it necessary to get input from your children while purchasing their school supplies?

Do parents need to follow the list seastlx? When can substitutions be made?
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PHASE II: SCHOOL-RELATED COMPETENCIES

UNIT 4: SCHOOL SUPPLIES

COMPETENCY #2: Identify places to purchase school suprilles and buy them economically.

INSTRUCTION LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING

State the cost of items and
state where supplies can be
purchased,

'Rulers cost about 5.50. I can
buy one at the drug store.'

VOCABULARY:

1. Supply Terminology:

2. Money Terminology:

3. Purchasing Terminology:

GRAMMAR:

INTERMEDIATE

Read simple newspaper ads to
find sales on school supplies.

'Wa !green has a sak on
crarns and pencils.'

ADVANCED

Read authentic newspaper ads
and use coupons to get the
best bargains and compute the
savings.

'I saved 53.50 by buying the
supplies at K-Mart when they
were on sale.'

(see Unit 4, Competency 01 for list).

dollar, quarter, dime, nickel, penny, cents.

sale, coupon, cheap, expensive, newspaper, ad, spend, buy, better
buy, better quality, change, total, tax, sub total, item(s),etc.

Present tense, past tense, and futvre tense

CONTENT/INFORMATION:

The types of stores that sell school supplies. !Some P.T.A g sell school supplies.]
How stores advertise sales on their merchandise. When sales usually occur, e.g. in August,
before school begins-

- Where to find and how to utilize sale coupons from a store.
- Determining individual item costs, total was, and change due.
- The concept of 'shopping around" for bargains.
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PARENTING ISSUES:

Do parents or children feel social pressure to buy name brands instead of the less expensive "house"
or "off° brands?
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1 PHASE II: SCHOOL-RELATED COMPETENCIES

UNIT 5: AMERICAN HOLIDAYS

COMPETENCY: Identify American Holidays and describe how and when they are celebrated In their
children's school(s).

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING

State the major American
holidays and the month in
which they are celebrated.

"Thanksng is in
November."

VOCABULARY:

1. American Holidays:

2. Calendar Temlinology:

INTERMEDIATE

State the American holiday, the
month in which it is celebrated
and list the bdsic school
activities centering around the
holiday.

'Valentine's Day is in
February. My child will bring
Valentine% Day cards for the
students in her class.'

ADVANCED

State the American holiday, the
month in which it
celebrated, some basic school
activities, and the background
'history* of the holiday.

"On Columbus Day my son's
school is dosed. The holiday
honors Christopher Columbus,
who discovered America.'

(especially those celebrated in school or with a day off):
Halloween, Christmas( Chanukah, Thanksgiving St. Valentine's
Day, Columbus Day, Martin Luther King Day, Presidents'
Day, Labor Day, Memorial Day, Pulaski Day, July 4th, etc.

months and actual dates.

3. Holiday Celebration Terminolor party, treats, costumes, assembly, decorations, games, trick-
or-treat, caroling fireworks, picnic, pot-luck, etc.

GRAMMAR:

Present tense, past tense, and future tense
Possess!ves

Prepositions of time

CONTENT/INFORMATION:

- Identify the basic American Holidays and in which month they are celebrated.
- How the holidays are celebrated In school: assembly, room parties, a day off, etc.
- What preparation/contribution children may have in a holiday celebration in school.
- A parent's role in a holiday celebration in school, e.g. room mother.
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PARENTING ISSUES:

- Compare the U.S. holidays with the holidays celebrated in their native countries. Did schools
get involved?

- What are various ways to approach a teacher with ideas for sharing parents'
backgrounds/cultures?

Do differences between parents' cultural/religious beliefs and US. holiday customs/celebrations
cause problems for their children in school? If so, what can parents do to resolve the conflict?
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PHASE II: SCHOOL-RELATED COMPETENCIES

UNIT 6: SCHOOL ABSENCE

COMPETENCY #1: Notify a school about their children's absences and identify reasons for
children mng school.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS:

BEGINNING

Identify self, child's name,
appropriate teacher's name,
and basic reason for absence.

'This is Ms. Garcia. My child
is Roberto. His teacher b
Mrs. Snow. He'S sick today.'

VOCABULARY:

1. Illness Terminology:

2. Calendar Terminology:

3. Excuse Terminology:

4. Cardinal Numbers:

GRAMMAR:

Examples

INTERMEDIATE

Identify self, child's name,
teacher's name, and detailed
reasons for absence.

'This is Mrs. Garcia. My
child is Roberto. He has a
fester today. Please tell Mrs.
Snow he absent today."

ADVANCED

Identify self, request to speak
with the child's teacher and
provide detailed information
about the child's absence.

"Thb is Mrs. Garcia. Can I
speak to Mrs. Snow? Mrs.
Snow, this is Mrs. Garcia.
Roberto has a feser. He'S
absent today. We're going to
the doctor. He might go to
school tomorrow."

fever, cold, flu, sick, chicken pox, sore throat, swollen glands, etc.

days of the week, dates.

doctor's appointment, vacation, trip, emergency, family commitment
funeral, etc.

actual telephone number of child's school.

Present tense, past tense, and future tense
Possessives
Expressing probability
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CONTENT/INFORMATION:

Reasons why a child would miss school. (Refer to guidelines outlined by the children's specific
schooli0.1
Calling the school office to explain a child's absence.

When a call should be made.
The actual telephone numbers to use. [There may be a specific number for reporting absences]

what information should be relayed to the school.

Writing a note explaining a child's absence. (Notifying before or after an absence).

General format of a note.
Appropriate forms of address, salutations and dosures of a note.
The general content of the note.
Who should get the note.

The concept of good attendance in the American schc,a1 system.

PARENTING ISSUES:

- What are appropriate and inappropriate reasons why a child would miss school?

- What is considered good attendance? American schools vs. native country schools.
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PHASE II: SCHOOL-RELATED COMPETENCIES

UNIT 6: SCHOOL ABSENCE

COMPETENCY #2: State their children's daily school schedules and the times it would be most
appropriate to miss school, If necessaty.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING

State holidays, non-school days,
and non-school times during
week days to make an
appointment for their child.

will take my child to the
doctor on Tuesday after
school.*

VOCABULARY:

1. Class Terminology:

2. Calendar Terminology:

3. Time Terminology:

4. Schedule Terminology:

GRAMMAR:

INTERMEDIATE

State school holidays, non-
school times during week days,
and non-academic times during
their child's school day.

1 need to take my child to
the doctor. I will make the
appointment on Wednesday
during his lunch time

ADVANCED

State non-school days, non-
school times during week days,
school holidays, non-academic
times during their child's school
days, and the parent's available
time during a day.

will take my child to the
dentist on Monday. I will
take him out of school at gym
time so he won't miss any of
his reading or math class.*

subjects (e.g. reading math, spelling etc.), gym, art, music, recess,
lunch time, study hall, test, period, hour, etc.

days and months, actual dates.

during lunch time, before, after, at actual times.

schedule, appointment, work, school holidpv, time off, etc.

Present tense, past tense, and future tense
Possessives
Prepositions-time
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CONTENT/1NFORMATION:

- Charting morning, afternoon and evening schedules of both parents and children.
- What constitutes non-academic periods in children's school day?
- if a child is taken out for the rest of the day, what should be gotten from school? IBooks for

homework could be picked-up by the parents.i
Parentslchildren's responsibilities for getting work missed:

PARENTING ISSUES:

What would be the consequences children might fat.e in school if taken out of school or absent
during:

A testing period?
An instructional period?

If parents know in advance that their children will be missing a day of school, what preparation
can be made to reduce the consequences for their children?
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PHASE II: SCHOOL-RELATED COMPETENCIES

UNIT 7: TRANSPORTA11ON TO SCHOOL

COMPETENCY #1: Idendfy the ways children cart attly go to school

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING

Identify the usual way their
child gets to school.

"My child walks to his school
every day"

INTERMEDIATE

Identify the usual way their
child gets to school and an
alternative method in case of
bad weather.

drive my child to school if
it is raining I do not want
him to walk in the rain."

VOCABULARY:

1. Transportation Terminology:

2. Weather Terminology:

3. Safety Terminology:

4. Miscellaneous:

GRAMMAR:

ADVANCED

Identify the usual way their
child gets to school, the bad
weather alternative, and what
.1appens in an emergency
situation.

'If it is raining I try to find a
neighbor to drive my child to
school. If not, he takes an
umbrella and walks. I do not
have a or.'

walk, drive, school bus, ride, bicycle, carpools, car, public
transportation.

bad, snow, rain, storm, umbrella, freezing, cold.

rules, crossing guards, block parents, strangers, stop sign, stop light,
4idewalk, crcas walk, etc.

neighbors, friends.

Present tense, past tense, and future tense
If clauses
Possessives
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CONTENT/INFORMATION:

- Safety procedures children should follow while:

On the school bus
Walking to school
In a car
On public transportation.

- The Safety Town program.
- The concept and rules of "Stranger Danger."
- The concept of carpools, either for bad weather/emergencies or as the usual way to get to

school.
- Organizing a carpool.
- The use of public transportation to school.

PARENTING ISSUES:

Carpooling: What are the advantages and the disadvantages?

What types of weather conditions are unsafe/undesirable for children to walk to school in?

How can parents establish and enforce safe transportation for their children to and from school?
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PHASE SCHOOL-RELATED COMPETENCIES

UNIT 7: TRANSPORTATION TO SCHOOL

COMPETENCY #2: Read their children's school bus schedulWroute and descibe policies regarding
school provided bus transportadm

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING

Find their street and times of
pick-up and drop-off.

"Our biz stop is on the corner
of Pine and State Streets."

VOCABULARY:

INTERMEDIATE

identify the bus route, the
pick-up and drop-off stops and
times.

'Our bus stop is the 3rd stop.'

ADVANCED

Identify the bus route, the
pick-up and drop-off stops and
times, and alternatives in case
of an emergency.

'My child missed the bus in
the morning I had to drive
him to school.'

1. lime Terminology: morning, afternoon, actual times, etc.

2. Bus Routes Terminology: schedule, actual streets, corners, pick-up, drop-off,

3. Bus Problem Terminology: missed the bus, bus breaks down, bus is late, bus doesn't come, etc.

GRAMMAR:

Present tense, past tense, and future tense
Possessives

CONTENT/INFORMATION:

- Notices and letters from the school regarding the bus transportation policy. (Try and use
adapted forms of actual notices and letters.J

CO:it
Student conduct/behavior while riding the bus.
Student absences (procedure).
Use d bus passes.
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CON rENT/INFORMATION (Cont)

The process to request school bus service.

Proper forms to complete.
Option of paying for bus service if child does not meet requirements for free service.

- The bus schedule to determine pick-up and drop-off times and locations.
- A bus route map indicating stops.
- Possibility of going to another stop if the bus is missed.
- Safety rules for riding on a school bus.
- Possible repercussions for misconduct on a bus.

PARENTING ISSUES:

- How can parents insure proper student conduct on a school bus? (Possible at home incentives.J

- What alternatives are available to parents if the bus doesn't show up one day and doesn't pick
up their children?
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PHASE II: SCHOOL-RELATED COMPETENCIES

UNIT 7: TRANSPORTATION TO SCHOOL

COMPETENCY #3: Notify the appoptiate patty about their children's problems with school-
provided bus eansportadon.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING

Simply describe a common
problem and give child's name
and bus route number.

'My chlicn bus doesn't wait
for him in IND morning. My
child is Joe Hill on the C
bus.'

VOCABULARY:

INTERMEDIATE

Briefly explain a common
problem, identify child and bus
route number, and ask for
information.

'My child, Tom Green, is on
the K bu& Lately the bus is
c:oming 10 minutes early. Has
there been a change in the
route or scheduler

Telephone etiquette, standard phrases for:

GRAMMAR:

Present tease and past tense
Perfect tense
Possessives

CONTENT/INFORMATION:

ADVANCED

(Explain a variety of problems
with elaborate detail and
identify possible solution(s).

°My child rides the I) bus and
there are a lot of problems.
The bus driver is not stopping
at the anrect stop and he
doesn't waft for the children.
I think the driver needs more
instructions or we need a
more experienced driver.'

asking questions about times, !ocations, addresses,
etc.

requesting improvement of services.

making suggesdons for solubons.

- Parents need to find out who to contact about ix* transportation problems. Call school office for
information.
Bus transportation problems and possible solutl
Phone or write to the appropriate party concerning bus transportation problems.
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PARENTING ISSUES:

What is considered enough of a problem to contact the bus authorities about?
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PHASE II: SCHOOL-RELATED COMPETENCIES

UNIT 8: THE SCHOOL CALENDAR

COMPETENCY: Read their children's school calendags).

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING

Identify basic holidays and
days off from school.

'There is no school on
Thanksgiving'

VOCABULARY:

1. Actual Holidays

2. Event Terminolor

3. Calendar Terminologr

4. Cardinal Numbers

5. Day Terminology:

GRAMMAR:

INTERMEDIATE

Identify basic holidays, days off
from school, and special
events/happenings during the
school year.

'My chfidW school has a
Science Fair in March.'

ADVANCED

Identify basic holidays, days off
from school, special
events/happenings, and
scheduled meetings throughout
the school year.

'The P.T.A. meeting is the
first Monday night of each
month.'

open house, science fair, assembhes, P.T.A./P.T.O. meetings, Board
of Education meetings, bake sale, fun fair, bazaar, conferences, etc.

months and days.

holidays, in-service, Institute Day, Winter Vacation, Spring Vacation,
first day, last day, snow days, energy day, etc.

Present tense, past tense, and future tense
Possessives
Prepositions of time

CONTENT/INFORMATION:

- The information about a school that is found in a calendar.
- The uses and impnrtance of a school calendar.
- The concept of snow days. (The importance of radio announcements, specific sta6ons that

provide information, and their ',all" numbers.)

.1
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PARENTING ISSUE:

What benefits are gained when the school calendar, parents' work schedule, and personal schedule
are coordinated to work together?
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PHASE II: SCHOOL-RELATED COMPETENCIES

UNIT 9: SCHOOL REGISTRATION

COMPETENCY: Register their children for school and fill out related forms.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS:

BEGINNING

Fill out personal and
emergency contact information
by copying from a model

*names, addresses.'

VOCABULARY:

1. Form Terminology:

Examples

INTERMEDIATE

Fill out personal and
emergency contact information
with limited assistance.

*names, social security
number, etc.'

2. lmmunizadon Terninolov:

3. Common illness Terminology:

GRAMMAR:

Present tense, past tense, and future tense

CONIENT/INFORMATION:

ADVANCED

Fill out personal and
emergency contact information
without assistance. Know and
be able to discuss child's
immunization record and
medical history.

name, address, emergency contact, social security number,
etc.

mumps, measles, polio, immunization, vaccine, etc.

chicken pox, scarlet fever, roseola-infandle, German measles,
strep throat, tonsillitis, etc.

Inquiring: when, how, and where children are to register for school.
Filling out registration-related forms.
The procedure of regstering children for school.
The importance of emergency cards. (It's important that contact person can speak English and
is usually home during the day.J
Taking a translator, if needed.
Needing a physical examination for admission to certain grades: Kindergarten, 5th and 9th
grades. (Appointments need to be made before school registradonA
Importance and requirements of immunizations. (Free immunizations are available.1

- Child's medical history. (See Unit 11, Competency #2.I
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PARENTING ISSUES:

Who should register children? (Possible cultural influences.)

What measures can be taken to ease the registration process?

- Is It advantageous for parents to register their children kits= moving into a new area?
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PHASE II: SCHOOL-RELATED COMPETENCIES

UNIT 10: THE REPORT CARD

COMPETENCY: Read their children's report cards.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING

Identify basic subject areas and
locate the grades given. Sign
the report card ap! )priately.

"My child got an in

VOCABULARY:

INTERMEDIATE

Identify subject areas and the
grades given. Identify behavior
categories and interpret the
grade. Sign the report card
appropriately.

'My child got good trades, but
talks too much in

1. Grade Terminology:

2. Subject Terminology:

3. Behavioral Terminology:

4. Teacher Comment Terminology:

GRAMMAR:

Present tense and put tense
Possessives

CONTENT/INFORMATION:

ADVANCED

Identify subject areas and the
grades given and interpret their
children's behavior and grades.
Understand comments that a
teacher might make.

'Ali my child'S grades were
except for math. The

teacher feeLs he needs extra
help after school to improve
his math grade.'

A, B, C, D, FPI, 2, 3.../ , +, -/E, G, 5, U, incomplete, etc.

math, reading, spelling, etc.

cooperative, neat, quiet, talkative, disruptive, etc.

contributes, pleasure, needs to work on, applies, at grade
level, above/below grade level, etc.

- information found in a report card.
- The value of a report card to parents. (What does t reflect about their children?)
- The ways parents are given their child's report caros: parent conference, child brings leJme,

mailed.
Reading a report card (simplified card, actual report cards).
Artions parents can take if they have a question concerning their children's report cards. (The
r. :.;iod they should use and whom they should contact.)
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PARENTING ISSUES:

What is the grading system in your native country? is it different from the US. school system?

What constitutes a °good° report card?

What is the *value of their children's report cards to parents? What do patents think a report card

reflects about their children?

How should parents react to their children's grad&

What reactions have proven effective: positive reinforcement, reactionary behavior, rewards,
punishments?

How do children respond/react to parents' reactions?

Should parents question grades or comments made by the teacher on their children's report
cards? if yes, concerning what? What are appropriate ways to question?
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PHASE II: SCHOOL-RELATED COMPETENCIES

UNIT 11: DOCTOR'S/DENTIST APPOINTMENT

COMPETENCY #1: Make a dodoes/demises appointments for thek children's mcaminadons.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING

Call a doctor's/ dentist's office.
Set a date and time and state
the reason for an
appointment.°

'My child needs an exam for
school. Yes, Tuesday,
November 10 at 3:00 p.m. is

May require native
language.

VOCABULARY:

1. Calendar Terminology:

2. Time:

3. Reason Terminology:

INTERMEDIATE

Call a doctors/dendst's office
for an appointment. Ask for a
specific doctor/dentist. Set a
date and time.

*My chfid needs an exam for
camp. I'd like to see Dr.
Smith. Yes, Aprfl 2nd at 900
a.m. is fine.'

4. Telephone Etiquette Terminologr

GRAMMAl:

Present tense
Modals: can
Prepositions of time
Possessives
Need, want to
Would like to

ADVANCED

Call a doctor's/dentist's office
to make an appointment and
negotiate for a convenient date
and time.

"I ain't make it on May 2nd.
Can I come on May 4th
instead?*

months and days.

morning afternoon, specik times.

illness, sick, exam, school, camp, health form, sports,
physical, etc.

hello, good-bye, thank you, this is etc.
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CONTENT/INFORMATION:

A child's illness may necessitate an appointment for an exam.
Talking to the doctor, dentist, or office nurse could determine if it warrants that your sick child
should be brought into their office or not.
Reasons for making a doctor's/dentist's appointment: yearly check-up, sick, camp health form,
school/grade entry, requirement for sporb program.
Making an appointment by phone. Setting a day and time that is convenient for both parties.
Repeating information for clarification and confirmation.
Cancellingtrescheduling an appointment.
If a suggested day and/or time is not convenient, a caller can negotiate for a day/time.
Possible repercussions for missing an appointment
Options if a doctor can't be reached or parents don't have a regular doctor, e.g. hospital emergency
room, 24 hr. clinics, doctor of friend, etc.

PARENTING ISSUES:

What would be considered an emergency medical/dental situation?

What are the barriers encountered when making an appointment for their children?

Should be forceful in insisting on an appointment that day if she/he feels the situation warrants
prompt attention?

Is it important to have a regular physician for the family? C.P. (general practitioner) vs. pediatrician
for children?

How often should children visit a dentist? Is a yearly physical important?

How important is the concept of preventive medicine?
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PHASE II: SCHOOL-RELATED COMPETENCIES

UNIT 11! DOCTOR'S/DEN11ST APPOINTMENT

COMPETENCY #2: Using a health form to describe their children's medical histories.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING

Orally identify diseases and
year child had it.

°My child had chicken pox in
1983.*

VOCABULARY:

INTERMEDIATE

Complete a simplified medical
history form.
Orally identify diseases, the
year their child had it, and
past immunization and theif
dates.

'My child had the chicken pox
in 1986. In 1984 she got a
measles vaccine.'

1. Common illnesses/Diseases/
Conditions Terminolog:

2. immunization Terminology:

3. Common Body Parts Terminolog:

4. Examination Terminolog:

GRAMMAR:

Present tense, past tense and future tense
Possessives

CONTENT/INFORMATION:

ADVANCED

Complete an authentic medical
history form with some
assistance.
Orally identify diseases, the
year their child had it, past
immunizations and the dates,
and future immunization needs.

'My child will need a polio
booster vaccine next year.'

Chicken pox, cavity, strep throat, sore throat, diabetes,
measles, polio, high blood pressure, glasses, deaf, etc.

vaccine, booster, shot, oral, injection.

eyes, ears, heart, teeth, etc.

blood test, T.B. test, etc.

- Schools require health forms (medical ami dental) for admission to certain grades.
- Parents must know their children's medical histories for doctor's and dentist's records.

Importance of vacdnations, boosters and other injections or tests.
Possible complications if a doctor was not made aware of a condition/illness in the family:
heart condition, diabetes, etc.
Transferring records from one doctor to another, if you change doctors.
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PARENTING ISSUES:

Who has the ultimate responsibility of keeping their children's medical and dental histories: Parents

or doctors?
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PHASE II: SCHOOL-RELATED COMPETENCIES

UNIT 12: PARENT CONFERENCE

COMPETENCY #1: Make an appointment for perent/baacher conferences for their children.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING

Parents respond to a note from
teacher requesting a confer-
ence about their child.

VOCABULARY:

1. Calendar Terminologi:

2. lime Terminology:

3. Appointment Terminology:

GRAMMAR:

INTERMEDIATE

Parent makes an appointment
by phone to meet with a

teacher.

I'd Mite to meet with pu
(about my child). Is Monday
at 3:0° OK?'
Parent responds by phone to a
request by a teacher to attend
a conference.

"Yes Mrs. Smith, I CM come
to school and meet with pu
on Friday at 900 about my
child."

ADVANCED

While parent is making or
accepting a conference,heishe
tells or asks the general reason
for the conference in writing or
bY Phone-

'I'd like to talk to you about
my thilds reading grade.
Could you tell me why you
want to see me about my

month, days, specific dates.

morning, afternoon, times of day.

conference, appointment, meet, schedule, re-schedule.

Present tense, past tense, and future tense
Modals: `would, could*
Possessives
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CONTENT/INFORMATION:

- Identify what a conference is, why it is needed, when ft Is scheduled.
- Parents are requested to attend a conference after they receive their children's

cards.
Parents may call the teacher to request a conference as. needed.

- Parents may write a note to request a conference.
Parents complete the school form to schedule a conference.

- Translators may be needed during the conference.

first quarter report

PARENTING ISSUES:

For what reasons would parents contact their children's teachers and reluest a conference?
When do parents initiate a conference?

Was there a similar activity, teacher/parent conferences, in parents' native countries?

Should children ever attend a conference? If yes, when? Under what conditions?

Who should the parents bring with them as a translator If the school cannot provide one?

viON=11111111MI
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PHASE II: SCHOOL-RELATED COMPETENCIES

UNIT 12: PARENT CONFERENCE

COMPETENCY #2: State reasons why a teacher or parents would request a conference.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING

State that parent wants a

conference. *

'I need to talk to my child's
teacher.'

State that teacher wants
conference. *

INTERMEDIATE

State the concern about a
child, and Identify who
requested the conference to
discuss it.

"My WO reacher wants to
a talk to me. My child ite. not

behaving correctly in dam."

°My cluld'S teacher wants a
conference.'

May require native
language.

VOCABULARY:

ADVANCED

State the concern about a

child, identify who requested
the conference to discuss it,
and the parent's expectations
about the outcome of the
conference.

"I asked to meet with my
child teacher about his
repon card grades. After I
talk to the teacher, I hope he
will do better.'

Conference Topic Terminology: academic, social, behavior, work habits, report cards, subiects, report
card grades, attitudes, standardized test results, etc.

GRAMMAR:

Present tense, past tense and future tense
Modals: *would, should, could"
Possessives

CONTENT/INFORMATION:

- The purpose of a regularly scneduled conference.
- Reasons why teachers or parents would request a 'special' conference.
- Conferences can te conducted in person or over the phone.
- Parent preparation for a conference.

(4 -I
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PARENTING ISSUES:

- What types of problems would predpftate parents to request a conference?

- What fearWbarriers stand in the way of parents requesting a conference?

- How would parents' first react after their children's teachers request a conference to discuss some
problems?

- Do parents want input from their children before attending a conference? If yes, how would
parents solicit this input?

- Which type of conference would parents prefer, an in-person or over-the-phone conference? Why?

- What expectations do parents have about a conference? About the outcomes and results?
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PHASE II: SCHOOL-RELATED COMPETENCIES

UNIT 12: PARENT CONFERENCE

COMPETENCY #3: Describe the reasons for a ciarenttteacher conference.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING

State who the conference
concerns.

"My child's teacher will tell
me how my son is doing in
school."

May require native
language.

VOCABULARY:

1. Descriptive Termiroology:

INTERMEDIATE

State the major reason for a
conference requested by a

teacher.

am going to see my child's
teacher. She wants to talk
about how to improve his
study habits."

2. Conference Topic Terminolog:

GRAMMAR:

Present tense, past tense, and future tense
Modals
Possessives

CONTENT/INFORMATION:

ADVANCED

State the major reason for a
conference and the parents'
goals.

am meeting with my child's
teacher because she is not
doing well in science. I want
to know how the teacher and
I can help my child."

report card terminology of subjects, grades, student qualities,
phraseology used to discuss child's reading skills in early
elementary years.

grades, scores, attitude, behavior, work, percentiles, class
rank, etc.

Coals that parents can set for the outcome of a conference. (Identify probable goals.)
General topics to be covered in a "regularly scheduled parentheacher conference in the fall.
Contents of a conh-ance requested by teachers or parents, the differences and similarities.
The concept that parents can ask questions at a conference. Appropriate question format,
phrasing etc.
Parents should ask for a translator if necessary. If school can't provide one, parents should
bring one themselves.

Who should parents choose to bring as a translator?
The role of a translator in a conference.
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PARENTING ISSUES:

What would parents want to know at a regularly scheduled conference?

Who sl ild guide the conversation in a parent/teacher conference? Only the person who
initiateo it?

Should children be present at a cr.nference? Brought in at its conclusion?

What fears/barriers do parents e in going to a conference and actively participating?

How can parents overcome fears/barriers In:

Going to a conference?
Actively participating?
Achieving the solutions needed?

What can parents do if their goals are not met in the conference? Appropriate personnel to
contact.
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PHASE II: SCHOOL-RELATED COMPETENCIES

UNIT 13: CHILD'S PROBLEMS IN SCHOOL

COMPETENCY #1: Describe academic problem children can ecperience.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Exampies

BEGINNING

State the subiect in which the
child's experiencing academic
problern(s) in.

"My child has a problem in
science.'

may require native
language.

VOCABULARY:

1. Subjects Terminology:

2. Desalptive Terminology:

3. Work Terminology:

GRAMMAR:

INTERMEDIATE

State in detail the child's
specific academic problem(s).

'My child is not doing well in
spellin& He is gening most
of the words wrong on his
weekly spelling test'

ADVANCED

State in detail child's specific
academic problem and possible
solution(s).

My chrld does not understand
his math homework Maybe
the teacher can give him extra
help before school and his
work twill improve."

reading, math, spelling etc.

lower, average, cheating grade-point average, remedial, retention,
failing, unsatisfactory, needs improvement.

dass, homework, assignments, study, quiz, test.

Present tense, past tense, and future tense
Expressing possibility
Possessives

CONTENT/INFORMATION:

Report card grades that reflect an academic problem. (May vary from one school district to

another.)
Identify academic problems: not completing classroom work/homework
grades, low achievement test scores, etc.

- Possible sdutions to a child's problem can be discussed at a conference

- Possible actions a school might take until a child's grades are improved:
tutoring restrictions on participation In extracurricular activities, etc.
Academic problems can create behavioral problems or vice versa.
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grade retention, extra
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PARENTING ISSUES:

What initial actions should parents take when first informed about a child's academic problem, e.g.
prior to a conference?

How can similar academic problems be averted in the future? The role parents plays? The role
the teacher/school plays?

Should restrictions (by school or home) be put on children until grades/work are improved?

How can parents communicate with their child to possibly gain insight into the problem?
Should possible solutions reflect input from e child?

Do parents and teachers always agree about the seriousness of an academic problem? If there
is disagreement, how can it be bridged?
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PHASE SCHOOL-RELATED COMPETENCIES

UNIT 13: CHILD'S PROBLEM IN SCHOOL

COMPETENCY #2: Describe possible behavioral problems a children can exhibit.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING

State general behavioral
problerrifs).

'My child fights in school.'

May require native
language.

VOCABULARY:

1. Behaviors Terminology:

2. Schedule Terminology:

3. Descriptive Terminologr

GRAMMAR:

INTERMEDIATE

7,tate child's specific behav-
ioral problernis).

"My child is talking too much
in class.'

ADVANCED

State child's specific behav-
ioral problemm and possible
solution(s).

"My child has been fighting
during recess. lil talk to his
teacher and ask if he can stay
in at recess."

paying attention, disruptive, not participating, incompleteassignments,
no homework, talkative, fighting short attention span, etc.

classes, recess, lunchtime.

poor, needs improvement, doesn't cooperate, doesn't follow
directions, etc.

Present tense, past tense, and future tense
Modals
Possessives

CONTENT/INFORMATION:

Behavior problems.
The interrelationship between academic and behavior problems.
Possible actions a teacher might take: staying in from recess, restricted from going on a field
trip, etc.
Possible actions parents can take.
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PARENTING ISSUES:

What inibal actions should parents take when first informed about their children's behavioral
problems, prior to their children's conferenc&

what possible solubons can be discussed at a conference? What if parents do not agree?

How can similar behavioral problems be averted in the future? The role parents play? The
role the teacher/school plays?

What would be considered appropriate and inappropriate punishment in school?

Should possible solutions reflect input from children?

ir4ow much responsibility do parent3/teachers have in resolving the problem?
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PHASE II: SCHOOL-RELATED COMPETENCIES

UNIT 14: HOT LUNCHES IN SCHOOL

COMPETENCY: Read a lunch menu and describe hot lunch policy/procedures and fill out appropriate
forms.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED

Identify basic food names. Identify names of specialty See intermediate level.
dishes and the days they are

"ma, hamburger, etc" being sewed.

'Pip in a blanket, on
Tuesday.'

VOCABULARY:

1. Food/Food Croup Terminology:

2. Special Menu Terminology:

3. Calendar Termindogy:

4. Money Terminology:

GRAMMAR:

Present tense, past tense, and future tense
Prepositions of time

CONTENT/INFORMATION:

peaches, spaghetti, fish sandwich, etc.

taco salad, apple Betty, tater tots, pigs in a blanket, etc.
(got from actual menus).

months, days, specific dates.

actual amounts.

Pictures of food or common food groups.
Reading a school lunch menu.
Children from low-income homes qualify for free or reduced-price lunches.
The procedures for obtaining hot lunches for their children. Possibilities for taking partial hot
lunch.

- The nutrition the hot lunches provide.
- Explain food groups in relation to their native country.

Food allergies and how to avoid them in hot lunches.
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PARENTING IF;UES:

i-41w can conflicts be resolved?

The parents want their children to have a hot lunch, but the children would rather "brown bag".

The children want a hot lunch, but the parents would rather pack a lunch.

Should parents take cues from their chlidran? When?
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PHASE II: SCHOOL-RELATED COMPETENCIES

UNIT 15: HEALTH NO110E/CALL FROM SCHOOL

COMPETENCY #1: Respond appopdately to a phone call from thek children's school(*) regarding
Illness or Injury.

INSTRUalONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING

Comprehend the nature of the
problem(s), verify comprehen-
sion of the problem(s) and
state action to be taken.

'My child is ski pick him
up now"

May require native
language.

INTERIMEDIATE

Comprehend the nature of the
problem(*), verify comprehen-
sion, ask for additional infor-
mation, and state action to be
ta ken.

°My child does not feel well.
Whats wrong? Does he
hay e a fever? I can pick him
up in 30 Millute& b that
OK?"

VOCABULARY:

1. Common Illness Terrninolcir

2. Health Termlnolog:

3. 7emperature Readlnp of the Body: actual degrees.

fever, sick, cold, flu,
stomachache, etc.

acddent, inlury, hosPital,
bump, swollen, etc.

GRAMMAR:

Present tense, past tense, and future tense
Possessive
Modals
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ADVANCED

Understand the nature of the
problem, verify comprehension,
ask for additional information,
and ask for feedback
concerning the action to be
taken.

'My dnid has a headache and
a fever. What his
temperature? Does he have
an stomachache, sore throat?
Should I take hbn to the
doctor"

temperature, allergy, headache,

hurt, doctor, cut, lxoken, sprained,
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CONTENT/INFORMATION:

- Emergency reasons a school would have to contact parents.
- What temperatures are considered a fever.
- The call from the school.
- Types of appropriate questions a parent can/should ask.

The importance of keeping emergency card informadon current and having an English speaking
contact.

PARENT ISSUES:

When should children be: (following a phone call)

Taken out of school?
Left in school?
Taken to the doctor?
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PHASE SCHOOL-RELATED COMPETENCIES

UNIT 15: HEALTH NOT10E/CALL FROM SCHOOL

COMPETENCY #2: Read a written notification about a health issue from school.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING

Read a simple memo and
identify the medical alert.

'There has been a case of
chicken pox in your child's
roc m.'w

May require native
language.

VOCABULARY:

INTERMEDIATE

Read a written medical
notification, identify the alert
and state what a parent should
be watching for.

°Head lice has been reponed
in your chikll room. Check
for white spots in your child's
haii

ADVANCED

Read a written medical
notification, identify the alert,
state what a parent should be
watching for, and describe the
steps to be taken if a child
contracts the medical
condition.

'A child in your child'S class
has strep throat If your child
complains of a sore throat,
please call your doctor and
have your child tested for
strep.a

1. Illness/Condition Terminology: sirep throat, chicken pox, head lice, scarlet fever.

2. Symptom Terrnlnolor fever, runny nose, rash, sore throat, itching, skin, head,
headache, white spot, hair, pimple, red spots.

GRAN MAR:

Present tense, past tense, and future tense
Possessives
If clauses
Imperative

CONTENT/INFORMATION:

The concept of contagious disease and the prevention of spreading It to other children.
Medical alerts indicate a possible contagious diseaselepidemic.

- The information a medical alert contains: what illnesses a child
the illness/condition, etc.
The social stigma of having head lice.
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PARENTING ISSUES:

How to react to a medical alert:

Keep children at home?
Send children to'school?
Go immediately to family doctor? or
Watch for the symptoms outlined in the alert?

Northwest Ethic-aborts/ Cooperative, Des Plaines, 11., 1989
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PHASE II: SCH001.-REIATED COMPETENCIES

UNIT 16: LIBRARY CARDS

COMPETENCY: Read the library; polides and fill out a borrower's application either for themselves
and/or their children.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: Examples

BEGINNING

Identify loan period and
u ndersta nd/know overdue fines.
Copy personal information onto
the library card application.

'I can take books out for 3
weeks.'

VOCABULARY:

INTERMEDIATE

Read and state basic library
policies, fill out the library card
application and request a card
for someone else.

7 would like libraiy cards _Jr
my child and me. I know I
am responsible for my child
borrowing books.°

ADVANCED

Read and state basic library
policies, fill out the library card
application, and request a card
for someone else.
Identify services the library
offers other than borrowing
books.

am taking my 4-year.o1d
child to Story Hour every
Monday at the library."

1. Library Card Form Terminology: name, address, phone number, etc.

2. Library Terminal log: juvenile, adult, reference, fiction, non-fiction, reserve, loan
period, fines, overdue, librarian, etc.

3. Calendar and Time Terminology

GRAMMA:Z.

Present tense
Possessive
Modals
Prepositions: place, time
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CONTENT/INFORMATION:

To complete a library card application, you must bring proof of residency: a bill, driver's
license, mail, etc.
Other materials, besides books, a library will loan to borrowers:

magazines
video tapes
films,
records, etc.

The library offers a variety of activities to its community:

preschool story hours
summer reading dubs
movies for adults and children
seminars
speakers
special evenu, etc.

- The library is one source for free information.
- Library cards are free or for a slight cost. To replace them involves a fee.
- Libraries may have shared borrowing policies with neighboring libraries.
- Children often have school projects requiring the use of the public library for research.
- Parents sign their child's library card and, in doing so, accept responsibility for their children

borrowing materials.
Parents can borrow materials for their children.

PARENTING ISSUES:

- What are the parental responsibilities for their children borrowing materials?

- What is the role of the library in a child's education?

- Can the parents' interest in the library have an impact on their children's attitude towards the
library?
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PHASE II: SCHHOL-RELATED COMPETENCIES

UNIT 17: SCHOOL FIELD-TRIPS

COMPETENCY: Ffi out a field trip permission form.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS: &amp les

BEGINNING

Indicate permission or
disapproval to participate and
sign form.

INTERMEDIATE

Fill out simplified field trip
form, indicating permission or
disapproval.

VOCABULARY:

1. Form Terminology:

2. Destinadons Terminology:

GRAMMAR:

Present tense and future tense

CONTENT/INFORMATION:

ADVANCED

Fill out an authentic field trip
form, indicating permission or
disapproval and whether parent
wants to accompany the class
or not.

name, date, time, permission, chaperon, accompany, cost, bring lunch,
paper sack, etc.

fire stations, museums, theater, nature center, zoo, etc.

- Parents receive a field trip permission form to complete for
- The purpose of school field dips.
- School polky regarding field trips.

A 'typical* field trip day.
Safety issues concerning a field trip.

- Parent volunteers.

their child.
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PARENTING ISSUES:

Do field trips seive an educational purpose?

Does a field trip conflict with cultural/religious values of parents? if so, do the parents have the
right to not allow their children to participate.

- What may be appropriate reasons for refusing a children permission to partcipate in a field trip?

What could be the value of parents 'volunteering to go on a field trip?
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PHASE 11: SCHOOL-RELATED COMPETENCIES

UNIT 18: EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

COMPETENCY: identify todiacurricuisr activities for chlicittn -Ad deaths the schedules, practices,

meednp, equipment needs, etc.

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVELS:

BEGINNING

Identify common clubs and
extracurricular activities.

'My child is in the chorus at
school."

VOCABULARY:

1. Activity Terminology:

2. Amal Names of Acthities:

Examples

INTERMEDIATE

identify exdacunicular activities
and read simplified memos
about meetings.

°My child s in the drams
dub. It meets on Tuesdays
alter school."

3. Calendar and Time Terminology

GRAMMAR:

Proem tense
Modals
Preposidons of dme
Possessive

ADVANCED

Read authentic memos about
extracurricular activities and
describe the parental role and
responsibilities.

'My child is on the Porn Pon
Squad. I have to pick her up
from school every Monday
and Wednesday after
practice.'

music, athletics, newspaper, student government, academic
clubs, student life.

Pom Pon Squad, Chorus, Drams Club, Newspaper,
Yearbook, Football Team, Swim Team, Battle of the Books,
etc.
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CONTENT/INFORMATION:

- The school activities children can join: those offered in elementary, junior high, and high school.
- The purpose/role or extracurricular activities.
- Children's interests influence the extracurricular activities they join or pursue.
- Teachers encourage involvement in activities, especially in areas of interest and talent.
- The function of extra-curricular activities in the selection prOcess for higher education/training.

PARENTING ISSUES:

What are the advantages/disadvantages of extracurricular activities (parent expenses, equipment
needs, transportation needs)?

How can extracurricular activities interfere/conflict with school work? What can parents do if
grades begin to suffer?

How do extracurricular activities differ between those in the U.S. and those in their native country?

How many activities are enough/too much?

Do extracurricular activities have a value in a child's over-all education?

104
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VI. TEACHING TECHNIQUES

INTRODUC11ON TO TEACHING TECHNIQUES

Various ESL teaching techniques for the competency activities were pilot tested by the H.E.L.P. instructors. This
section idenbfies the techniques that proved to be most appropriate for students who participate in the project

Compiling Beginning level teaching techniques for Parenting Ir3ues activities proved most difficult. Because of
major language limitations many teaching techniques for this level were not appropriate. However, the
techniques identified in this section for the Beginning level Parenting Issues were found to be most effective.

1
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Phase II Competency Instructional Model

LIFE EXPERIENCES

(What Students Know)

CONTENT/INFORMATION-BASED INSTRUCTION

School - Focused Facts

PARENTING ISSUES

Identification

Exploration

Resolution (optional)

IANGUAGE-BASED INSTRUCTION

Vocabulary & Grammar Skills

- introducing
practicing
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Phase II Competency Instructional Model
For the Beginning Instructional Level

LIFE EXPERIENCES

Simple Questions/With Limited
Answers (phrases)

Brainstorming, very limited
(use native language if necessary)

Using Visuals (drawn pictiges,
photos, etc.)

CONTENT/INFORMATION-
BASED INSTRUCTION

mini-Lecture

Simplified School Forms

Field Trip

Native language support
may be needed.

LANGUAGE-BASED INSTRUCTION

Demonstration (pictures, sound
effects, body language)

Visuals

Drill Work (Oral)

Controled Dialogues
(1-sided)

Semi-Directed Role Play
(cues are provided)

PARENIING ISSUES

Structured karge-Group Discussion (prompted
by teacher guided questions, visuals, etc.)

Activities could be conducted in native
language if possible.



Phase II Competency Instructional Model
For The Intermediate Instructional Level

LIFE EXPERIENCES

Open ended questions with some
elaborate answers (how, why...)

Brainstorming

Paired-intewiews

CONTENT/INFORMATION-
BASED INSTRUCTION

Mini-Lecture

Simplified Reading Passage
- Books/Worksheets
- Simplified School - Related
- Materials

Guest Speaker (with native
language support)

Field Trip

Completing Authentic School
Forms

LANGUAGE-BASED INSTRUCTION

Demonstration

Drill Work (oral & written)

Semi-Structured Dialogue (2-sided)

Practice in Filling Out
Simplified Forms

Role Play (assign roles/some
cues provided)

Pre-Reading Exercises
- Silent Reading
- Comprehension Exercises

(doze, question & answer)

Simple Narrative Description

PARENTING ISSUES

Brainstorming

Role Play (2-sided)

Simplified Case Study (teacher directed)

Skit

Semi-Structured
prompted by:

Large *X Small Group Discussion
- student questions/comments
- role play
- case study
- skit

Simple Narrative Summary
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Phase II Competency Instructional Model
For The Advanced Instructioal Level

CONTENT/INFORMATION-
BASED INSTRUCTION

LIFE EXPERIENCES

Questions

Br-ii nstorming

'Paired Intemiews

Narrative Writing

Mini-Lecture

Authentic School - Related
Materials

Contact Assignments

LANGUAGE-BASED INSTRUCTION

Drill work (oral & written)

Unstructured Dialogue (2-sided)

Role Play (no cues)

Pre-Reading Exercises
- Silent Reading
- Comprehension

Elaborate Narrative Description

PARENTING ISSUES

Brainstorming

Case Study (student directed)

Skit (written script)

Open Discussion

Elaborate Narrative Summary
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VII. SAMPLE LESSON PLANS FOR PHASE II

LESSON PLAN
Language-Based and ContenOnformation-Based Instruction

UNIT 6: SCHOOL ABSENCE

COMPETENCY #1: Notify a school about their children's absences and identify reasons for
children missing school

PARENTING SITUATION: The child is sick and the parent must call the school to report the
absence. The parent is afraid to use the telephone because of poor
English.

ACTIVITIES:

1. As a class, pracjce a very controlled dialogue with the school secretary. The teacher
playing the role of the secretary, the class in the parent role. After most students seem to
be confident with this activity, have them role play with each other.

2. Slowly move the student pairs from the directed dialogue to either a semi-structured
dialogue or more spontaneous dialogue.

3. Using the pictures of a wmmon childhood ailments, have the students substitute different
illnesses or conditions when calling the school.

4. As an additional follow-up situation, have class calling in sick to their workplace.

MATERIALS:

Directed dialogue (written on board or as a handout)

Example

Skir Call to School

Secretary: Good morning, Greenbrook School
Parent: This is Mn. Moto, My daughter Mary is sick today and

wfft not be in school.
Secretary: Whose class is he/she in? gr Who is his/her teacher?

Parent: His/her teacher is Mrs. Smith.
Secretary: Thank pu for calling I will

tell the teacher.
Parent: Thank you. Good-bye.
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- Semi-structured dialogue (written on board or as a handout)

Bump le

Sink Cali to School

Secretary: Good morning School,
Parent: This is , My is sick today and will not be in

school.
His/her name is . He/she is in grade.

Secretary: Whose class is heythe in? pi who is his/her teacher?
Parent: Hisikr teacher is

Heishe is in room
Secretary: Thank you for calling I wfil tell the teacher.

Parent: Thank you. Good-bye.

Pictures of common childhood ailments
- Telephones (optional props)
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LESSON PLAN
Parenting Issues/Problem-Posing

UNIT 6: SCHOOL ABSENCE

COMPETENCY #1: Notify a school about their children's absences and identify reasons for
children missing school.

PARENTING SITUATION: A parent must decide whether to keep a child home or send him/her to
school when he/she doesn't feel well.

ACTIVITIES:

Draw a simple picture on newsprint and put it up on front of the class. The picture should pose
a problem reflecting this parenting situation.

In this sample lesson it is a picture of a mother and son getting ready for work and school in the
morning. The son is telling his mother that he doesn't feel well. (See Materials for picture.)

1. Give the students a list of questions pertaining to the picture. Using the questions as a
guideline, ask the students what they think is happening in the picture.

2. Discuss the problem posed by the picture and ask the students what they do when faced
with a similar situation.

3. Follow up by writing a cooperative story, in pairs or as a large group, about the picture.

MATERIALS:

- Prepared picture on newsprint
Handout - list of questions about picture

- Newsprint and markers for cooperative story

Examples of a prepared picture, the questions concerning the picture, and a completed cooperative storyfollow on the next page.
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EXAMMES

PREPARED PICTURE FOR PROBLEM-POSING:

QUESTIONS CONCERNING THE PICTURE:

1. What do you see in the picture?
2. What time is it?
3. Who is the woman?
4. Where are they?
5. What are they doing?
6. Where are they going?
7. What is the matter with the boy?
8. What is the woman thinking?
9. How does the woman feel? Happy? Sad? Worried? Confused?

10. Why does she feel that wayt
11. Have you ever had a problem like this?
12. What did you do?
13. When do you keep your child home from school? Cold? Cough? Fever? Stomachache?

COOPERATIVE STORY:

It's B o'clock in the morning. The little boy is Mario. Mario feels sick. Hi; mother is worried about him.
Lately, every morning he says the same thing. Maybe some medidne will help. Today his mom has an
important meeting at 9 o'clock. She wants to go to the meeting but she's worried about her son's
headache. She has no babysitter. She calls her parents, but they don't answer. She calls the doctor to
make an appointment for her son for 10 o'clock. Maybe she can take him to the doctor and then go to
work. She calls her office and talks to her boss and he gets angry. He asks her to please come to the
office in the afternoon. She calls many friends and finally she finds someone to take Mario in the

afternoon.
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LESSON PLAN
Language-Based and Content/Information-Based Instruction

UNIT 9: SCHOOL REGISTRATION

COMPETENCY:

PARENTING SITUATION: Filling out a registration form for a child.

ACTIVITY:

Register their children for school and fill out related forms.

'I. Review the perdnent vocabulary words. Using a simplified registration form, the teacher
should answer any questions regarding specific words on the form.

2. Divide the students into pairs or small groups and have them fill out a simplified
regisdadon form.

3. Those students who are able can be given an actual registration form to fill out.

MATERIALS:

Simplified registration form

Authentic registradon form

1 14
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LESSON PLAN
Parenting Issues/Problem-Posing

UNIT 9: SCHOOL REGISTRATION

COMPETENCY: Register their children for school and fill out related forms.

PARENTING SITUATION: A parent needs to formulate the questions that he/she will k school
personnel when registering a child. What questions should a parent ask?
To whom should a parent direct his/her questions?

ACTIVITY:

1. Announce to the class that it is August and that they will be registering their children for
school. Explain that during registration it is an excellent time to ask questions to either the
school principal or secretary.

2. Pass out copies of the September school calendar to help the class formulate questions
about school events.

3. Have the students brainstorm topics that they would have questions concerning school
registration or school events. Record the students' responses on the board or newsprint.

Examples: Students Responses

Schovl Events Registration

institute Day
Open House
Days off during year

Teacher's name
N"ed assistance
Why

4. Mark topics that the students feel are appropriate to ask the secretary and which are
better suited for the principal to answer.

5. As a large group, role play with the teacher playing the principal and secretary. Students
can volunteer to ask questions they have formatted from the topics listed during the
brainstorming.

Evamples:

What is an Institute Day?
Will you tell me my child's teacher's name?
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MATERIALS:

Board or newsprint I chalk Of markers
Handout of September calendar

Erampk

SUNDAY mONDAY TUMMY wilDNESDAY THURSO* FRIDAY SATURDAY
mwm411,

SEPTEMBER

'Labor Day
'No School

'PTO Mg
7:30 Louhge

'School
Pictures

ID

1 **can ofashanilnat.
*NO School

Day
'tio School

4 lksch foard
ntl-lis IS

PCC-St t R

IS occh Rg 19
1:3C pm

*Orei R9 2

7:30 pm
'Tom Alppuc 21,'Occh
'No School

Roil

7130 PS
CC-1. f V

22 23 24

25 6 'Bond Rag 2

4:3C i 7:30
'Open Neu., 20CC
7:15 Po

0 I RT 29 30

..

- Handout of registration forms (simplified Of authentic)
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LESSON PLAN
Parenting Issueeroblem-Posing

UNIT 13: CHILDREN'S PROBLEMS IN SCHOOL

COMPETENCY #1: Describe academic problems children can experience.

PARENTING SITUATION: Parr its have questions about a poor grade that their child gets on their
re-,A.4 card. A conference has been arranged. How can this grade be
improved?

ACTMTIES:

1. The students are given a child's completed report card. The grades and the teacher's
comment on the report card show that the child is having trouble in one subject

2. Establish the scene for a role play. Tell the students that the child's parents are very upset
about the poor grade and have a conference with their child's teacher arranged. The students
will role play the conference.

The role play can include up to four characters: the teacher, the child, the mother, and
the father.

3. Each player will be provided with a name tag. The name tag has a quote from the character
which gives each player an idea of what the character thinks and feels.

4. Review the report card and name tags with the students to check comprehension before
beginning the role play.

5. During the role play the teacher can note any issues that are brought up by the players.
These issues can be further discuyed,as a !pup, in a follow-up activity to the role play.

MATERIALS:

- Completed simplified report card (Including grades & appropriate comments.)

&ample:
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- Name tags

Examples:

Teacher:

Mother:

Father:

Child:

Northwest Educational Cooperative, Des Plaines, IL 1989
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Miss. Jones

'I think math is wry
difficult for Boon

Mrs. Bush

"The teacher seldom
assigns mat homework"

Mr. Bush

'Billy should do
well in math.
That was inx best

subject in school'

Billy

'I hate math'
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LESSON PLAN
Language-Based and Content/Infozmation-Based Instruction

UNIT 13: CHILDREN'S PROBLEMS IN SCHOOL

COMPETENCY #2: Describe possible behavioral problems child can exhibit

PARENTING SITUATION: A parent can identify the type of behavior problem his/her child is
exhibiting in school when the behavior is described.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Divide the students into small groups (2-4 individuals).

2. Pass out the handouts of the Word Bank and the Problem Descriptions.

3. Give the students about 10 minutes to identify each problem description with a word or two
from the Word Bank.

4. Reassemble the class and have each group share their answers. If any answers are different
than another group's, discuss why.

MATERIALS:

Word Bank

Examples:

self-control frequent absence
tardiness lack of attention
lack of cooperation self-control
poor effca poor attitude
missing homework cheating

Problem Descriptions

Examples:

1. Mary, a 7th grader, lives dose to school, but it always late.
2. John is intelligent, but does not complete Hs work. He doesn't seem to care.
3. Billy is ahrays talking in dass, it disturbs the other children.
4. Don does not listen to the teacher end his work is often not done correctly.
5. Tom does not hand in his homework every day.
6. Susie is behind in her wofik because she nWsses a lot of school when she is sick.
7. Ron uses bad language and calls the other children names.
8. Ann is often angry when the teacher asks her to get to work. She makes trouble in

the classroom.
9. Sara copies school work and homework from her friends.
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LESSON PLAN
Language-Based and Content/Information-Based Instruction

UNIT 16: LIBRARY CARDS

COMPETENCY: Read the library's policies and fill out a borrowers application either for
themselves and/or their children.

PARENTING SITUATION: Parents becoming familiar with the local library's facility, services and
materials.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Distribute actual library books, videos, records, magazines, etc. to the students.

2. Write prepared questions about the library materials on the board or newsprint.

Examples:

- What is the tide/author of this book, magazine, video, record, etc.?
- What is its number?

111

- What is its due date? Is the book overdue? If it is, how much would the fine be
today?

- In the author/tide card catalogue, how would the book be !fsted?

3. Read the questions with the class and solicit answers. Review the answers and check for
comprehension.

4. Distribute a current schedule of activities from the local library. Read the schedule and
description of the activities that the library is offering.

5. Have each student choose one course or activity that he/she would like to attend and why.

6. Distribute a floor plan of the local library and brochures concerning library services, e.g. library
hours, night information service.

7. The teacher asks the class to answer specific questions pertaining to the floor plan or other
information.

Examples:

1

Where do you find the children's books?
- Where do you find the videos?
- What days are the library open at night?

Where do you find the checkout desk?

8. After the teacher completes asking questions, give students the opportunity to ask the questions.

1201 2
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MATERIALS:

- Prepared questions (for board or newsprint)
- Actual library materials
- Library floor plan
- Library information brochures
- Library schedule/calendar of events or activities
- Simplified neighborhood map
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LESSON PLANS
Parenting Issues/Problem Posing

UNIT 16: LIBRARY CARDS

COMPETENCY: Read the library's policies and fill out a borrowers application either for
themselves and/or their children.

PARENTING SITUATION: Parents getting a librzry card. Parents going to their local library to
become more familiar and comfortable with its facility, services and
materials.

ACTIVITIES:

Before taking the field trip to the library, the teacher should talk Of meet with the librarian. Arrange for the
librarian to give a short walking tour of the library or get permission for the teacher to do it. [Reserving a
room to use during the visit is a good idea.)

1. Have the students mee at the classroom site. _Before leaving the teacher should review:

- The directions/maps to the library.
- General library protocol.

2. Distribute the sample library cards, completed at a previous lesson. (These can be useful with
the librarian's presentation.)

3. Go to the library for a tour and to obtain a library card.

4. The teacher should observe the class and record -any problems that are encountered.

5. Return to the classroom and discuss any questions or problems that were encountered.

6. Allow time for students, who wish, to write thank you notes to the librarian(s).

MATERIALS:

Completed examples of library cards
- Map (from classroom site to the library)

Floor plan of library
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Boma English Literacy for

PT 189

Number of Students

Number of Stuitents
(Individuals who attended
five or more class sessions.)

28

79 [35 lower level/
44 higher levels)

17 [12 lower level/
5 higher level]

20

62 [28 higher level/
34 lower level]

23.

parents Project

Serviced

Mita

Nedinah North School,
Madinah

Holmes Jr. High,
Wheeling

Springwood Jr. Hlgh,
Hanover Par*

Hillcrest School,
Hoffman Estates

Virginia Lake School,
Palatine

Elgin U-46
Elgin

227 Total number of students who attended
five or more class sessions.

(A total of 70 additional
sessions.)

students attended less than

130

five class
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PROJEC1 HELP TEAMERS FY'89

Barbara &suer
315 Rbodview Road
Barrington, at 60010
(312) 382-1273 CM

Ns. Peggy Dean
731 Carlton Drive
Elgin, IL scalo
(312) 697-0221

Christy Bogen
363 N. Worth
Elgin, IL 60123
(312) 742-4598

Firdosi Jahangir
1650 Beverly Ct.
Hanover Park, 11 60103
(312) 289-0795

Illiaabeth 14cNu1ty
3 S. 335 Maghark Lane

- Glen Ellyn, 60137
(312) 790-0197

Linda Wrowicki
409 B. Scuth St.
Barrington, no 60010
(312) 382-7606

Patricia Payne
1115 N. Walnut Avenue
Arlington !bights, IL 60004
(312) 253-1548 (11)

Beth Ann Ids*
1942 N. 19th Avenue Apt. riii2
Melrose Park, IL 60160
(312) 865-2685

Sue Thczyson
905 Bode Ibad
Elgin, Ile 60120
(312) 742-8944

1413. Teresa Uribe
3 Sweatt Avenue
E. Dundee, IL 60118
(312) 298-1175
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LTRODUCTION

Instructors: Margaret Dean and Teresa Uribe

Location: Elgin, IL

Instructional Timeframe: October, 1987-June, 1989

11 n April, 1987, a dialogue began between Project H.E.L.P. (Home
English Literacy for Parents) under the Northwest Educational
tooperative and a Bilingual special Project of Elgin School District
-46. This exchange concerned the need of native language literacy
instruction for Hispanic adults, which had been repeatedly articulated
Ity Elgin community members, of whom a significant number were U-46

ilingual Program parents.

litThe following pages summarize the 2 year program which emerged from
he 1987 meetings, and outline a curriculum guide of its content.

'MATERIALS

GoA Js_

This undertaking began as a search for Spanish literacy materials

1

ppropriate for classroom use with functionally monolingual Hispanic
dults who were illiterate but orally fluent in their native language.
he desired materials were to focus on concrete situations and

emphasize survival vocabulary.

earch

"During the materials search, most major language resource centers were
contacted. These facilities included:

Clearinghnuse on Adult Education
U.S. Department of Education
Washington, D.C. 20202

ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult, Career, and Vocational Education
Columbus, OH 43210

ERIC Clearinghouse on Languages and Linguistics
Center for Applied Linguistics
Washington, D.C. 20037

National Clearinghouse for Bilingual Education
Wheaton, MD 20901

1
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None of the above had offerings on adult Spanish literacy appropriate

11

to our students' needs.

It should be noted that there were references to a special category of
IISpanish literacy materials that target secondary and university
students who have a measure of oral Spanish competence and seek to
better or establish Spanish literacy. These students are both fluent
and literate in English. The following works are significant for this

II category:

Espanol EScrito: Curso para Hispanohablantes
Bilingues (Scribners, 1978) Valdes Fallis and Teschener

Literature y Arte (Holt, 1977) Copeland, Kite and Sandstadt

IIContacts with State Adult Resource Centers brought information from
the American Reading Council (ARC) in New York. This organization
deals mainly with English as a Second Language (ESL) programs but has
IIassisted groups in setting up Spanish literacy classes for adults. The
ARC employs the methods of Paulo Freire in conjunction with an
extensive language experience approach.,

11 The ARC methods complemented the second source of materials
appropriate to the Elgin program which came from the National
IIInstitute for Adult Education, under the Secretary of Public Education
in Mexico. Their Rural Literacy Guide (Guia pare la Alfabetizacion
Rural) contains 12 topic related, competency leveled texts.2 Each
book is based on a single word that is utilized for its syllable
IIsounds (Freire) and combinations. Included in the set of materials is
an arithmetic program that progresses from rudimentary addition
through basic division. Teaching aids such as syllable and
IIpunctuation cards, and city and state name strips accompany the
package. A large flip chart with pictures of literacy teachers
interacting with their groups provides step by step teaching
IIinstructions.

11

11

' For a succinct explanation of the Freire approach as employed by
the ARC and the Mother's Reading Program in New York City, see
"Effective Practice: Learning with Learners", by Maritiza
Arristia, Focus on Basics World Education, April, 1986.

il2 See accompanying materials for example of student text no. 4.

1 3 'I
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CURRICULUM

Goal

IIThe Elgin literacy program focused primarily on the expressed needs of
its students. Its fundamental goal was to provide functional Spanish
literacy and basic arithmetic skills to adult Hispanics.

Content - Literacy

As before mentioned, the methodology of Paulo Freire and materials
from Mexico's National Institute for Adult Education together with
student written materials formed the basis of the Elgin program.

Most students began the program without an understanding of
IIsound-symbol relationships. The first objectives of instruction were
to begin with the alphabet and conquer letter names and their sounds.
This work was prefaced and continuously supported by class discussions
IIof the reasons for, and uses of, reading arm -"ting.

All class endeavors were related concretely tui he students' needs and
Irdentity. A long list of unfamiliar letters can appear overwhelming to
the student until personally important ones like the letters of one's
name, children's names or those of their native town are singled out.
This relevancy forms an interest bond and letters are quickly
IIinternalized, becoming like building blocks for a literacy structure.
The accomplishment of being able to spell one's own name can inspire
students to continue their study and increase their efforts.3

IIAs letter names and sounds are mastered, students are able to generate
a list of words that have like initial sounds. This soon gives way to

11

word groups of like initial syllables such as "ma" - masa, mapa,
mama, mano, mande, etc. Soon after this point, deciphering --
reading actually begins. Some students require only minimal
instruction to improve their reading at an impressive rate.

11 The students themselves progressively provide a significant portion of
their reading material. The teacher introduces a topic of general
IIinterest such as a recent holiday, time change, weather caused
problems, favorite foods, etc. Students contribute sentences which
are written on the board in a language experience story (see

3 Useful activities for this phase include short 5 to 5 letter
dictations presented various times during class. With these,
students keep track of their own oficiency level. Alphabet bingo
is also helpful.

13,:)
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attached). This is copied and duplicated for them along with a
IIcombination of exercises. Vocabulary is extracted from each story and
focused upon for its syllable composition. Sentences can be worked in
strip type form and individual words recombined to create new phrases.

IINew students are worked into the class mainstream efficiently with the
experience stories. Exercises based on the stories can be leveled so
that a more advanced student completes a cloze set of sentences (A)*

11

while another works on a discrimination group locating a target word
among detractors (Bs and C attached) and C attached).

IIWriting was a high level priority of our students. Many axpressed the
desire to write letters home to their families and friends. Initially
manipulating a pencil could be a laborious and time consuming task.
IINevertheless, from the first lesson, students were asked to copy
letters from the board and were given sheets with letters to first
trace and then copy.

IIIndividual work on signatures, addresses and other personal
information was emphasized and practiced. Homework in this area was
encouraged and practice sheets often provided. It became apparent
IIthat mastery and home practice were closely related.

The School District U-46 forms (in Spanish) provided an important
IIsource of materials and a significant curriculum area.* These
materials offered native language literacy practice, useful
survival-type information and an opportunity to discuss the
educational system from its most basic level. While deciphering the
IIforms, the students naturally asked about why the imormation was
requested and how it was used. Some misconceptions were put to rest
and problem areas that did not pertain to the material at hand were

11

also explored.

The majority of the class had children attending the local district.

11

It became apparent when working on the required forms that the yearly
registration process was considered to be a grueling experience.
Basically, the students felt forced to publicly display that they were
IIilliterate and show that they were unable to complete even the native
language translations not to mention the regular English forms.
Helpful bilingual assistants made this defeating ordeal at least

II* (A) El dca de fue muy feliz. encontrarme
Comi muy contento. gracias
IIDi gracias per feliz. pavo

s (B) pavo

IIpeso sapo pasa pavo
pavo pavo vase poco

I/

* See attached samples of some forms used: Student Information Form,
Emergency Card and Health Service Information Letter.

13;)
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manageable. But nevertheless, everyone recognized that only literacy
IIwas going to have a real impact on this problem.

Employment applications were of interest to many students. These
IIforms opened up discussions bn finling a job and interviewing tips. A
list of rules or hints was easily generated with language experience
techniques. The students felt participatory pride in contributing to
the list.

IISoon after ESL transitioning, job applications in English were
presented. There was high interest and motivation in working with

11

these forms. Students enjoyed the opportunity to practice responses
to basic personal questions in English. There was a strong feeling
that relevant progress was being made.

IIAn additional source of Spanish literacy material that deserves
mention is magazines such as Vanidades and Geomundo.I These
monthly publications are quite different, one from the other, but both
IIoffered articles of interest to the class. The horoscope section of
Vanidades was probably the first read and most discussed piece,
yet the pictures of Geomundo motivated everyone to read their

11

captions and more. Another feature of these and other monthly
publications is that they offered a goal to the students. Everyone
liked theo,thought of buying and enjoying these magazines and others
Ilike Mecanica Popular, Hombre de Mundo, and
Buenhogar..

Content - Mathematics

11 When the class was first envisioned, no provisions were made to teach
mathematics. Nevertheless, from the first session, it became evident
IIthat basic math would occupy an important place in our curriculum. At
the point of beginning the class, only two of its first 10 members
knew the number sequence from 1 to 100. One student had a vague
IIunderstanding of carrying a tens marker from the unit column to the
tens column in addition. No one understood borrowing in subtraction
nor had any skill in multiplication or division. There was a strong
desire on the part of 3 or more students to be able to figure out
IIweekly wages based on the number of hours worked and rate of pay.
Initially, one or two class members considered that type of
"prediction" impossible. Fortunately, the class was able to reach the
IIpoint of multiplication in its second year.

II7 Vanidades is a very popular women's magazine with a variety of
articles on the home, health, psychology, beauty, marriage,
tourism, etc. Geomundo is much like National Geographic
and has articles on wildlife, cultures, geographic areas, etc. plus
beautiful pictures.

1 4 i)
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The thrust of all the mathematical instruction was toward finding
IIanswers to questions rather than performing arithmetic operations tor
their own sake.

11

A problem based foundation with various applications was set up before
a mathematical operation.was introduced. For example (for subtraction
of i digit from 2 digits under 15):

IIo Tiene ud. $10 y gasta $8 por gasolina. d'Cunto dinero le queda?

o Si compra ud. una docena (12) de manzanas y los ni:37,121 comen So
eCuintas manzanas le quedan?

o Quiere ud. mudarse el 11 de este mes. Hoy es el 6. ctantos dfas
le quedan pare prepararse?

Basic facts were introduced with concrete objects. Boxes of pencils
were convenient tools as were blank decks of white cards which could
IIbe arranged easily in counting groups. These same blank decks of
cards became student-made flash cards that facilitated the
memorization of basic facts. Students were encouraged to practice

li with these cards in pairr in class and also at home with age
II appropriate children.

IIMath worksheets were used in each class and also as homework
assignments for the next session. One or two story type problems were
presented as pre class exercises and immediately after break. Those
IIstudents with lower math skills tended to show up earlier to class and
abbreviate their break period in order to have extra time to solve the
given problems.0

II Brief number dictations also helped build beginning skills as did
:lumber bingo games. Other teacher resources:

- "Arithmetic Step by Step", Continental Press (readiness -3),
Duplication masters.

- Coins and Bills, Developmental Learning Materials. Only the
simulated bills ware used while pennies, nickels, dimes,
quarters, and half dollars each to equal $1.00 were brought
in for student use. Direction slips were made up and
students worked in pairs, one as "empleado" and the other
"clients". A direction slip might read, "Ud. tiene $10.00
y la cuenta dice $4.56. Cuanto recibe ud. de vuelto?
Often, the slips were read to the students.

141
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COMPETgNCIES

The scope and sequence of the concepts included in the curriculum can

11

be seen through a progression of skill competencies. The following
outline points out the more important target skills in the areas of
reading, writing, mathematics and ESL:

Reading

o Identify specific ways in which literacy will benefit life

1

situations both personal and general community.

Identify letters of the alphabet in both upper and lower case
using letter discrimination exercises, upper-lower case matching,
fill-ins, etc.

o Identify the vowels and their sounds in example words both given
by instructor and from students

1°

Produce sounds of consonants in combination with vowels to bekiin_
phonetic breakdown of words.

Develop familiarity with common consonant groups and basic words
containing them. Master the letters of student's name and other
personal information including children's names, addresses, etc.

Contribute to and construct language experience compositions on
topics of common interest, e.g., "The Reading Class", "This City",
and different aspects of US life.

Establish good word attack skills with phonetic breakdowns of
words and use of context cues.

IIo Increase reading rate and put emphasis on meaning.

Read and answer content based questions on level appropriate
readers.

1. Read selected excerpts from general interest, Spanish language
magazines and discuss their content.

Writing

o Perform sufficient pre-writing exercises to prepare for beginning
printing experience.

Produce acceptable letter formation in upper and lower cLse on

Adult Spanish Lite



worksheets as sound study progresses. Preface with trace type
IIexamples.

Transition print into cursive style of writing.

II13

Demonstrate legible copying of all words written for class on
blackboard.

II 43

Accurately and legibly fill out forms such as school registration,
medical forms, and job applications.

Write answers to comprehension questions in complete sentences.

o Begin to compose brief notes to serve functional purposes such as:

11

explain expected absence from work, excuse child from school,
arrange a meeting with friend, write message to landlord about
problem.

1 °
Produce legible numbers 1-10004- to include special presentation of
time, money, and dates.

Math

o Identify numbers 1-100 and relate numbers to count items.

II .43
Demonstrate and practice carrying a tens marker from unit coIumn
in 2 digit addition and borrowing from tens column in 2 digit
subtraction.

1 Master basic single and multi-digit addition and subtraction on
the basis of story problem situations rather than isolated
computations.

Relate coins and bills to their appropriate values and initiate
the process of making change.

Explore the different coin change equivalents of one dollar.

Accurately identify whole numbers into 1,000s.

o Determine appropriate problem solving tactics to questions
requiring one step solutions.

o Identify reasonable estimates of problem answers.

I12

Accurately make change for bills of 1020, 1110, $S, and $i
denominations. Demonstrate "count back" technique.

11 o Master the conceptual basis for basic multiplication and division
and begin a memorization of ficts.

143
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Identify common fractions and perform basic addition and
subtraction of them.

Demonstrate calculator literacy in areas of addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division.

Present basic personal information in response to appropriate
questions.

Appropriately handle a vocabulary pertaining to family clothing,
health, and physical appearance.

Demonstrate receptive and oral command of basic numbers including
simple fractions and time.

ASK for clarification to misunderstood information and request
information about location, time, appearance and manner.

Comprehend and give single step directions: e.g., left-right,
up-down, including prepositional relationships.

Accurately name and count money and make change.

Demonstrate language needed to use public transportation.

Identify units of measure -- linear (inches, centimeters, etc.)
and volume (pt., qt., etc.) and demonstrate their application.

Appropriately utilize vocabulary necessary to basic mathematical
operations (addition, multiplication, division, etc.).

STUDEATS

IIAn interesting aspect of the Elgin program was the similarity among
students. A general profile quickly emerged even at the beginning of
classes. Students reluctantly yet frequently mentioned a lack of any

11 formal education due to economic, ieographic, or family circumstances.
11 Almost all students had a history of repeated, unsuccessful

enrollments in ESL classes. Some individuals had begun as many as 4
different programs in the last 5 to 8 years only to withdraw after a
few frustrating weeks or months. The reason for the withdrawal was
not the ESL classes but the students' inability to keep pace with
other classmates.

11 There was a noticeable optimism among the class members concerning
their ability to become literate in Spanish. As their skills

Adult Spanish Literacy 144 9



strengthened and confidence spread, conversations also began about the
IIvarious ESL programs in the area. Teachers were asked for information
about their schedules. Even recent District U-46 offerings in Spanish
assisted GED classes were discussed as a topic of interest.

IIFor those students who achieved functional literacy and expressed a
desire to transition into an ESL class, some special instruction was
arranged. When appropriate, the class spent a portion of each session
IIdivided into ESL and Spanish literacy groups. After having been
unsuccessful in numerous ESL situations, it seemed imperative to give
those students a "headstart" in English. This served as an important

IIconfidence builder. The Total Physical Approach (TPR) of James Asher
was used and well received by the group. Some very basic English
literacy also followed in language experience stories. Using the same

11

approach for English as well as Spanish literacy proved to be very
effective. Possibly some of the initial incomprehensibility often
experienced by low level readers was held to a minimum while the

11

familiar decoding process maintained focus.

A small number of students (4) who participated in the Elgin H.E.L.P.
program demonstrated a higher than anticipated level of initial
IIdifficulty in the class. An educational evaluation was performed on 3
of these individuals by a bilingual diagnostician (see attached
evaluations). Recommendations were made to better assist them with
IItheir studies and some improvement was seen.

IAmnes.y

11
During the final 4 months of the program an amnesty component was
added. Eight students who had achieved native language literacy
transitioned into ESL and under the auspices of the Elgin Community
IICollege, gained the required 40 hours of accredited class time to
fulfill the requirements for a Certificate of Satisfactory Pursuit. It
was difficult to judge who was most proud of this achievement, the

11

students or their teachers.

IASSESSMENT

II Since the Elgin H.E.L.P. program was designed for a specific need --
II native language literacy -- it was necessary to screen for need

appropriate students. At times, literate friends or relatives of
participating students wanted to attend in order to better math skills
or improve their writing. Unfortunately, their previous education and
proficiency level was usually much beyond the majority of the class.
They were referred to ESL and GED programs when appropriate.

IIThe registration process was such that an evaluative interview could
be included. At times the student's general apprehension prohibited

II 145
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this in the first class and it was completed after initial adjustments
IIwor* made. Abilities noted in this exercise were: the knowledge and
formation of letters and numbers as in writing and spelling name, etc.
and writing and or copying a series of numbers.

11 Achievement assessment was done partly on an anecdotal basis.
Individual files were kept of examples of student work sheets, and
IImath tests along with classroom observations. Progress, needs and
performance levels were kept to aid teachers in best directing the
students. Sometimes this material .was used to demonstrate to an
individual that they had mastered the material and should reach out

11

into more challenging areas.

ICOMMENTS

IThe Elgin experience in native language literacy was rewarding and
successful. It responded to a community need and was well received.
There still remains a significant and possibly growing number of
IIHispanic adults with little or no formal education who could benefit
from native language literacy. Hopefully a similar program will be
offered again for these community members. In addition to reading,
IIwriting and basic mathematics a program of this type offers a positiJe
orientation to education. Our students learned that they could learn
and they did.

14t;
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Nombre

Pro jecto HELP.
Matricuta det Estudianie

Nombre ApeUido

Direcci6n

Ciudad

Tele/fono

Estado Lip

Fecha de Ciudad y pa(s

Nacimiento de naciniento

Inforrnacion sobre los ninos

Nombre de

Nombre edad escuela

crne/sde cu6ndo vive usted en Los Hari
e'Cudritos dribs de escueta tiene usted?

primaria

secundaria

id6nde?

eTraba ja usted?

ID6nele?

..+^.4_
If

17.1701-:
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Aviso Mecca Feefia dl matovitnto.

DIS1Rff0 ESCOLAR 1J-45

REGISTRO OE EMERGENCIA
(PR1MARIA)

El objeto Co este registro es dar poder a la escuele a Hamar personas interesadas en el caw de un
accmente o enfermedad. Es necesano contester cada blanco. Faller de devolveno a la escuela.
Nombre oel niao 'Graco
Direcan Tetifong en case
Tegfono del vecino si no lo tiene
Nombre cel padre Nombre de la madre
Lugar de ernpleo-Paore Telifono donde trabaia
Lugar de ample:I-Madre Telkono condo train@
Miaico (quien se puede Hamar inmediatemente) Tegfono
Hospital prefendo
Nombre un panente o amigo qua puede cuicar el niRo si es necesano

Direccia Telkono /7"--
podemos. s; es necesano. Hamar otro mecca o

(Por favor note: Esto no da permiso pare
i.Si no podernos Hamar a los padres ni al mioico
Ilevar el nina al hospital a su costo? Si No
tratamiento midico).
Firma del Padre/Tutor
Parentesco
NOTE: Copies of this card should be kept accessible in the office; the nurse's office and the P.E. effice.
10.104310-02

F101



SCHOOL DISTRICT U-46

STUDENT INFORMATION FORM

1NFORMACION PERSONAL DEL ALUMNO

11(111_111111111 1
APELLIDO MUER NOMBRE

1111
MAIER°

11 1 I 111_111II
cAu4

I 1 1 1 1 I I 1 I I 1 1

CRMAD ESTADO

11111 tj
CIUDAD DE IMMIENTO

11111_1

l 1

1 Itit
1 I

ZIP CODE

LA 1_1_ 1

lii
RR No

I I

1 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 I I 1._il 1 I

CONDADO

FECHA DE ENTRADA PAM TODOS LOS ALUMNOS NACIDOS EN EL EXTRANJERD

PADRE/GUARDIAN CON L.LHEN RESIDE EL ALUMNO
SR
SR Y SRA
SRA NOMEYI Oft PADREIOUARDIAN
SFITA
OTRO

LIM...111111
Rona NOMORE APELu00

NMI OE LA MAOREfGUARDIAN

I1 I I 1 1 1 1 I 1 1

PRo4ER

I 1 1 1 1 1 t tit

11 M I I I 1 1

Sin YES DIA O ORADO

ROM Of NACMENTO

111,1111.1i
SOX NO APT. NO.

II
AREA CODE

1,11, ,LiLi
TELEFONO PRIYAEOU

11111111111E
ESTADO

SS1
REFUGIADO N440

1(111
NXION

l 11
ETNICA
1. NEM
2. MARCO
3. IMO AMERICANOt

ALMOUERO
4.AMSLE$O

DEL AMMO
5. NSPCC

1 RWRE

Li2
WARMAN

3 CUSTODY WM
I PADRE AMINO III I

PARENTESCO AREA COOE

NOMBRE Nam= RARENTESCO
1,111..1

TELEFONO DEL
MAC OIL
PADRE

TELEFONO DEL
TRAIND Of LA
MADRE

INFORMACION AUXIUAR

SI UNO DE LOS PADRES CUE NO VIVE CON ESTE ALUMNO RIDE CUE SE LE ENVIE INFORMACION A EL/ELLA POR CORRED, POR FAVOR COMPLETE.

III EIJILIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 1 I it ti It II !Eli!
PRIMER IWANIRE APEWDO AREA CODE TELEFONO DE LA CASA

1 I 1 I 1 1 1 L 1,,,..,..11 [I,Iii,1 LiL_Li
NuilERO tet/SRM CALLE AREA WOE TELEFONO DEL TRAWO

ItIIIIIII1II I I. I I t 1 I I 1 kilt t-11
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DISTRITO MOLAR U-46
Elgin, Illinois

Ssrvicio de Salud (Physical letter/Spanish)

rtiaado Pads. o Tutor:

11114 ley dol Estado ds Illinois regulate admen fisico y las vacunas.necesarias

Warm todos los estudiantes antes o Siumdletenenta despuii de :ultras al

Kinder, quiltay-Noveno Grado. Estudiantes de aducacidh especial dolma tenor

Fadmen ffsico a las sdades de 59 10 y 14. On record escrito de augiei
el formularlo aprobsdo por al estado, firmado por un skis°, y las fechas

Easton de las vacunac, deben antregarsa el dra de inscripcirtn.

FIN CUMPLIR LOS REQUISITOS EL ALUMNO NO SE ADMITIRA A LA =VELA.

a
s mews alumnos en el distrito tienan 6 Bananas para cumplir con estop reguisitos,
'ENO COMM CON LOS REQUISITOS EL ALUMNO SERA EXPULSADO DE LA ESCOELA.
imuunisaciones rigs:arida' son:

A. Kinder ... los alumnos deben =sags fechas exactas pars Difteria,
Pertussis (tosferina), Polio, Saramol6n4 Rubella, y Panerag.

II B. Ouluto Credo - No necesitan refuerso si cumplieron can los reguisitos
de Kinder.

C. Nevem Grado On rauerso pap Difteria 7 Titano.

I(

.: se requiem paro se recomienda una visita a 1 dentists.

or favor hags la cita lo ids pronto posible. Doctors. del irea y las escuelas
rleues amiss del formulario aprobadas por el estado pars el admen ffsico. Si

ns alguna preguanta, por favor hale con la enfermara de su escuela o a la

oflelna de Salud.

tracias por su coopsracien en este asunto.

INMUNIZACIONES GRATIS EXAMENES FISICOS E INMORIZACIONES
Para todos alumnos do 0-46

412 lunes de cads mes

5:30 VA. - 7130 P.M.

.10032-1CONA1 LJUMM.
Irving Park Rd., Streamwood
NO St nicesita sits
Padre dtbe acomoatar al aho
Dept. de salud del COndado de Cook

2/87
810-304330-02

1 5

Elgin Wall Child Conference
Solamente oars familias MOW
sueldos son de nivsl hobo
309 Ryerson Avenue
Elgin, Illinois 60120
Telefono; 741-7370 pars hacer cita

1)006-us4di Ne-7,Astiuti g.
Dolores Soudan, MA4
Supervi ore do Et:femora'

Richard U.
Superintendents de cuslas



LANGUAGE EXPERIENCE LESSONS

(Samples)

1 55



El Dfa de Graias

El Dra de Gracias fue muy feliz.

Di gracias pox encontrarme feliz.

Cocine un pavo para festejax con toda mi familia.

Coma pavo muy contento.

Pasamos platicando y comiendo.

En total fue un dfa muy feliz.

familia semilla mesa

fama milla masa

fumo silla moso

lio sofir se

fe sello si

me llama su

mi misa sumo

p.



I MI =Ina

Me gusto caner PCIVO.
Colo enchiladas en mi cam
Cucnb ilego a casa caw POVO.

POVO turiuelos enchi lots

Posole Miles rellenos cerveza

pule tacos Polio

sopes aresalillas torta

II Mi cold° fasiorita es sopes y enchiladas.
En mi casa guiso tria gall ina en barbiaLle.
Los Invito a mis anlgos a ml casa a carer,

III mai= nxisa miSO

dodo mesa rrusa
I

soda ndio ntmo

SLIM WO Mi1710

decia nido

Iv 1,1, =L. :11

20 WC° 32,600

40 3,4Ca 54,070

180 7,500 83082

345 9,004 30,01

550 10,031

505 21050

15 ,



La Primavera

Prirmvera =cotes
bonito chiles
MU Cilantro

La printiveno es ITIN bonito.

Siert= rmiz. tamtes, chiles, cilmtro y calcbaza,

Latiara

Es la und 1:00 Son lcs tres y cuarto 3:15

San las dos 2:00 Son las cuatro y media 4:30

Sumr 9 18 17 15 22 36
4,..:1 ±.-2 La 12 Az 125_

Restar 6 19 32 46 37 44
=A =I. =I :-.11_ =415.. 7.22_

15o

0



MATH LESSONS

(Sample Problems)

Ir'JIL)



SUMAR

54
+33

476
+61

320
+107

250
+120

75 60 857 975
+55 +40 +435 +655

283 46 51 42
+65 +39 +37 +16

123 477 888 766
+101 +235 +636 +415

755 631 666 733
+407 +425 +255 +395

RESTAR

47 45 67 30
-33 -31 -16 -17

701 502
-659 -201

lbo
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i..Evg, I CURRICULUM

I
Course: 8i?ginning Literacy

Hours: 6 hours per week, 13 weeks

IIMethod: Self contained

Class size: 10

IIMaterials

READING

1 0

1

I
1

1

1

Guia para la Alfabetizacion Rural, lnstituto
Nacional para la Educacion de los Adultos, Mexico,
Secretaria de Educacion Publica, Mexico, D.F. a67.

Lectores de Hoy, Margaret Dean and Teresa
Uribe, materials in preparation for publication.

Arithmetic Step by Step, Continental Press,
1980

Identity specific ways in which literacy will benefit life
situations both personal and general community.

Identify letters of the alphabet in both upper and lower case
using letter discrimination exercises, upper-lower case matching.

Identify the vowels and their sounds in example words both given
by instructor and from students

Produce sounds of consonants in combination with vowels to begin
phonetic breakdown of words.

Demonstrate familiarity with common consonant groups and basic
words containing them. Master the letters of student's name and
other personal information including children's names, addresses,
etc.

Contribute to language experience compositions on topics of common
interest, e.g., "The Reading Class", "This City", and different
aspects of US life.

Scope and Sequence Key Competencies



o Perform sufficient pre-writing exercises to prepare tor beginning
printing experience.

o Produce acceptable letter formation in upper and lower case on
worksheets as sound study progresses. Preface with trace type

11
examples.

Demonstrate legible copying of all words written for class on

II :
blackboard.

Produce print style letters with the introduction of cursive

11

style, especially in signatures.

Produce legible numbers 1-100 to include special presentation or
time, money, and dates.

I MATH

Identify numbers 1-100 and relate numbers to count items.

o Demonstrate and practice carrying a tens marker from unit column
in 2 digit addition and borrowing from tens column in 2 digit
subtraction.

o Master basic single digit addition and subtraction all on the
basis of story problem situations rather than isolated
computations.

1
Relate coins and bills to their appropriate values and initiate
the process of making change.

Explore the different coin change equivalents of one dollar.

Scope and Sequence Key Competencies



LEVEL 11 ;URR1CULUM

ICourse: Level II Literacy

Hours: 6 hours per week, 13 weeks

IIMethod: Self contained

Class size: 10

IIMaterials

Guia pars la Aitabetizacion Rural, Instituto
Nacional pare la Educacion de los Adultos, Mexico,
Secretaria de Educacion Publica, Mexico, D.F. 1987.

Lectores de Hoy, Margaret Dean and Teresa
Uribe, materials in preparation for publication.

Ler y Escribir Espanol, Margaret Dean, Linda
Mrowicki, Teresa Uribe, Linmore Publishing,
materials in preparation for publication.

REAPING

o Accurately identify Spanish alphabet and attempt to relate letters
to sound system.

o Spell name, address, and other personal information orally and in
writing.

o Establish good word attack skills with phonetic breakdowns of
words and use of context cues.

o Increase reading rate and put emphasis on meaning.

1

1

Compose and read language experience stories based on cultural
realities: "Work in U.S.", "Changes in Home Life", "Freetime
American Style", etc.

Read and answer content based questions on level appropriate
readers.

165

Scope and Sequence Key Competencies 3



WRITLW

o Produce legible, appropriately spaced print.

Transition print into cursive style of writing.

o Accurately fill out forms such as children's school registration,
medical forms, and job applications.

o Write answers to comprehension questions in complete sentences.

II 0 Begin to compose brief notes to serve functional purposes such as:
explain expected absence from work, excuse child from school,
arrange a meeting with friend, write message to landlord about
problem.

Io Write all numbers accurately when dictated.

IIo Accurately identify whole numbers.

o Determine appropriate problem solving tactics to questions

1

1

1

requiring one step solutions.

Identity reasonable estimates of problem answers.

Master multidigit addition and subtraction on story based
situations.

Accurately make change for bills of $20, $10, $5, and $1
denominations. Demonstrate "count back" technique.

Demonstratc calculator literacy in areas of addition and
subtraction.

I f;

Scope and Sequence Key Competencies



LEVEL III CURRICULUM

tours.:

itlass sizs

rterials:

'READING

Level III Literacy

hours per week, 13 weeks

Self contained

10

Leery &alb It Espanol/ Margaret Doan, Linda Mrowickil
Teresa Uribee Linmore Publishing. Materials
in preparation for publication.
Multiple SkiEs Sales/ Spanish Edition/ Dlo Barnell
Loft. 1981.

UaftedSumulbudime Graphic Learning Corp./ 1985.

Selected articles from Spanish newspapers and
periodicals depending on student interest and
comprehension level.

Compose language experience compositions based on delineated
topics.

Read and demonstrate comprehension of basic education readings
through accompanying material. (history, geography/ and natural
science)

Successfully transition to reading previously unknown material in
silent reading situations.

Increase reading rate and comprehension level.

Successfully handle general adult readings, i.e., sagazines,
newspapers, etc., on familiar topics.

167



113
Produce legible cursive style writing and print.

Answer comprehension questions to reading selections.

o Compose brief messages and paragraphs communicating personal needs
and reactions.

Fill out employment, school registration, and other forms
accurately.

lo Demonstrate appropriate English writing skills to complement oral
English progress.

loo Demonstrate mastery of whole number system and basic fractions.

Have sound command of basic arithmetic operations on whole numbers
to include addition and subtraction of fractions.

LDemonstrate a conceptual understanding of multiplication and
division while working toward fact internalization.

10 Identify good problem solving strategies to multistep problems.

Expand calculator literacy to include multiplication, division,
and percentages. Correctly manipulate 2 to 3 different types of
calculators.

KEIL

Present basic personal information in response to appropriate
questions.

o Ask for clarification to misunderstood information and request
information about location, time, appearance and manner.

Have receptive and oral command of basic numbers including simple
fractions.

Comprehend and giv simple directions: e.g., left-right, up-down,
including prepositional relationships.

Accurately name and count money and make change.

Identify units of measure -- linear (inches, centimeters, etc.)
and volume (pt., qt., etc.) and demonstrate their application.

Appropriately utilize vocabulary necessary to basic mathematical
operations (addition, multiplication, division, etc.).

168

SCOPO and Sequence Key Competencies 6


